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Welcome
GOLDEN GOALS

Love it or loathe it, there’s no avoiding football this
month, and, as the FIFA World Cup kicks off in Brazil,
we couldn’t miss an opportunity to celebrate the world’s
most watched sporting event. Our special section
starting on page 35 looks at the financial management
of the beautiful game. How has Brazil prepared,
both financially and physically for the month-long
tournament? How much money does the event generate?
Who does it come from and where does it go?
We can’t predict with accuracy who will lift the trophy, but it’s probably safe to
say that employers who don’t offer their staff some flexibility are likely to suffer
absenteeism. A survey from Wolters Kluwer suggests that 13% of working Brits
would be tempted to call in sick if an England game clashed with work and their
boss didn’t offer them the opportunity to watch it.
Readers needing to talk themselves out of trouble on this front might find
some mitigation in our article on how skills on the pitch can be applied to work
(page 41). We talk to, among others, UK entrepreneur and writer Stuart Blyth,
whose book, From Pitch to Boardroom, written with coach Christian Damiano,
explores the similarities between football and corporate management. Blyth
argues that creating a dream team is an essential for every organisation in an
increasingly competitive and globally connected world. We also include thoughts
from former Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson, soon to take up a
teaching position at Harvard.
But there is no perfect system to deliver success. In the words of League
Managers Association chief executive Richard Bevan: ‘There needs to be a
combination of many factors, all working together in one direction, with stability
and a framework which encourages continuity.’ It might sound simple, but as is
likely to be demonstrated this month, it’s a big ask even for just 90 minutes.
Chris Quick, chris.quick@accaglobal.com
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NEWS | PICTURES

▼ STAR TURN

Fans celebrated Star Wars Day last month in
Rome, Italy. Filming for Episode VII, due out in
December 2015, has just begun in the UK

▼ ON TRIAL

On trial in Munich, Germany, Formula One
boss Bernie Ecclestone denied paying a
£27.5m bribe to a banker
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▲ GHERKIN GOES BUST

Deloitte has been appointed receiver for the
City’s iconic Gherkin skyscraper after co-owner
IVG Immobilien filed for insolvency

▲FEELING THE HEAT

Warren Buffett, top investor and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, cools down during
the company’s annual meeting in Nebraska, US. Profits fell 4% in Q1 2014

▲ THINKING BIG

Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba is considering
adding new shares to its initial public offering,
which could make the deal the largest in history

◄ GRAND DESIGNS

US pharmaceutical giant
Pfizer is attempting a takeover
of UK rival AstraZeneca.
KPMG is the auditor for
both companies

►TAX THAT

There are calls for Take That
singer Gary Barlow to return
his OBE after he put money in
a scheme ruled to be set up for
tax avoidance purposes

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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News round-up
This month’s stories include EY’s job creation plans in Ireland, how the accountancy
profession has become less elite and the FRC’s expansion of its audit inspection work

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

BAKER TILLY MOVES
Baker Tilly will replace
RSM Tenon as the UK

Cost overruns on fixed-fee work

61%

69%

»

Competition between firms over fees

50%
Late payment from clients

39%
Cost of the firm’s property

39%

Accountancy firms cite cost
overruns (69%), lack of capacity
(61%) and competition (56%) as
the top three threats to profitability
as business picks up, according to
Bloomsbury Professional.

The Co-operative Bank
has replaced KPMG as its
auditor after 40 years. EY
has been appointed as
the new auditor following
a tender exercise. Both
the Co-operative Bank and
KPMG are being investigated
by the FRC after financial
mismanagement caused the
near collapse of the bank.

56%

Only two of the six Baker
Tilly audits for the 2012 to
2014 period reviewed by
the FRC were performed to
a good standard, requiring
only limited improvement.
Three audits required
significant improvement
and one required some
improvement. The FRC
raised concerns regarding
the auditing of impairments;

CO-OP DROPS KPMG

Lack of capacity to meeting increasing demand

BAKER TILLY PROBLEMS

the valuation of interest
rate derivatives; IT controls;
and the consideration of
financial statement risk.
The FRC called on the firm
to review its methodology.
Jane Bleach, Baker Tilly’s
head of audit, said: ‘We
welcome the Audit Quality
Review team’s report and
are addressing any findings
that will contribute to an
improvement in quality.’

58%

practice guidance for
audit committees on
assessing audit quality
and assess whether the
ethical standards for audit
remain fit for purpose.
In addition, the FRC will
review governance of audit
firms, focusing on whether
firms’ increased non-audit
revenues are eroding audit
quality. Over the longer
term, the FRC will assess
whether changes to the
scope of audit are needed to
meet investor expectations.

Pressure from clients to reduce fees

The Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) is to expand
its audit inspection work as
part of a new strategy to
drive up audit standards.
It will also develop best

Credit risk of clients

22%

Poaching of staff by competitors

14%

Work being taken in-house

14%

Professional negligence claims

TRENDS

FRC TO INSPECT MORE

36%

EY is to create 486 jobs in
its Belfast office as part
of a major expansion. The
office currently employs
145 people. The expansion
will bring EY’s employment
on the island to nearly
2,000. EY said there would
be a mix of office-based
and mobile workers, with
the focus on growing market
share and improving service
provision. The new office
was secured through a
grant of £3.2m from Invest
Northern Ireland.

The accountancy profession
has grown increasingly
meritocratic in recent years,
with a less clear path taken
from elite public school into
firm partnership, according
to Warwick Business
School. By contrast, the
legal profession remains
dominated by people
who went to expensive
public schools and the top
universities. Accountancy
firms are more interested in
skills and competence when
electing partners. ‘Social
ties and family background
are less important than
simply what you can do for
the firm,’ said Warwick’s
Professor Crawford Spence.

Pay rises to retain key talent

EY CREATES 500 JOBS

PROFESSION LESS ELITE

28%

The BBC has dropped
KPMG for EY, after KPMG
audited the corporation’s
accounts for 18 years. EY
picked up another major
audit account when it won
the contract for the London
Stock Exchange from PwC.
But PwC won the audit for
Morrisons, which had been
held by KPMG.

Disputes with clients over bills

AUDIT CHANGE AROUND
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TRENDS
Spain

$773K

$772K

$687K

$599K

GLASS CEILING REMAINS
Women are making slow
progress up the executive
ladder, according to a report
from PwC’s Strategy&
consulting firm, previously
known as Booz & Company.
Although there are more
women CEOs, women are
still less likely to become
CEO through internal
promotion than men and
women are more likely than
men to be sacked as CEO.
However, the report, the

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Nigeria

Brazil

4%

10%
12%

20%

HMRC DATA DECISION

A final decision is expected
in the near future on
whether HMRC will provide
anonymised taxpayer data
to interested businesses,
following a consultation
exercise conducted in 2013.
Businesses would pay a fee
to cover administration costs
to obtain the data, which
could include information
on employment status. An
HMRC spokesman said:
‘There is no question of
HMRC selling data. No final
decisions have been taken
on making anonymised and
aggregated data available
to third parties, but HMRC
remains committed to
safeguarding confidentiality.’

Holland Germany

$120K

France

$300K

Japan

$363K

UK

$557K

Ireland

$787K

representative of RSM
International. Membership
will start later this year,
after the firm completes
serving its notice period
resigning from Baker Tilly
International. While serving
out the notice period, the
firm will continue to be
branded as Baker Tilly,
while promoting itself as
part of RSM International.
It will then be rebranded
as an RSM firm. After
its acquisition of RSM
Tenon, Baker Tilly became
the seventh biggest UK
accounting firm, with
more than 40 offices and
3,500 partners.
See interview with RSM
International chief, page 64

23%
26%

26%

26%

19%

$(US)
%

KEY

Amount of tax and charges paid
for a property of US$3m
% of property price

OLD WORLD ECONOMIES CHARGE HIGHEST ESTATE TAXES

The UK and Ireland impose the highest taxes on inheritance of all major economies,
according to UHY. Emerging economies have traditionally not imposed inheritance
tax and estate taxes because these are sometimes seen as discouraging wealth
creation. China, India and Russia, for example, have no inheritance taxes.

2013 Chief Executive Study,
predicts that women will
make faster headway in the
future, with a third of new
CEOs to be female by 2040.

PROFIT WARNINGS RISE

There has been a rise in
profit warnings as exporters
deal with challenges caused
by a strengthening pound,
weakening emerging
markets and pricing
pressures, reports EY. FTSE
100 companies issued 14
profit warnings in the first
quarter of this year, more
than at the height of the
financial crisis. Companies
in the support services,
food producing and general
retailing sectors issued the
highest number of warnings.

FRC CONSULTS ON CODE

The FRC has started its
biennual review of the
Corporate Governance Code.
The FRC proposes that the
new code places a greater
emphasis on remuneration
policies being connected with
the long-term success of
the company. It is proposed
that the code will also be
amended to encourage
companies to recover or
withhold performance pay
where appropriate; show
how they will engage with
shareholders; and improve
their risk disclosures.

CLUSTERS VITAL TO SMEs
Business clusters are a vital
aspect of business growth
for UK SMEs, according

to research conducted for
ACCA. Start-ups located
near to research institutions,
with connections to leading
sector thinkers and relevant
professionals services, are
more likely to succeed.
However, government
schemes aimed at helping
SMEs are failing because
the businesses are losing
support at critical points,
says the report by Delta
Economics. Local enterprise
partnerships are not as good
at defining their roles and
targeting support than were
their predecessor bodies,
the regional development
agencies, added the report,
The Growth Challenge. See
www.accaglobal.com/
smallbusiness
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PwC TO PROBE COUNCIL

PwC has been appointed
by communities secretary
Eric Pickles to investigate
allegations of governance
failure, poor financial
management and fraud at
Tower Hamlets Council.
The PwC inspection will
look into evidence of the
authority’s payment of
grants, the transfer of
property, spending decisions
in relation to publicity and
contractual arrangements. A
council spokesman said: ‘We
welcome the opportunity to
demonstrate that council
processes have been run
appropriately and to date
we have seen no evidence to
suggest otherwise.’ Pickles
has sent a file containing
allegations about the council
to the Metropolitan Police.

ACCOUNTANTS JAILED

Two accountants have been
jailed for tax frauds. Essex
accountant Shahzad Rubani
has been imprisoned
for four years and three
months for fraudulently
claiming £340,000 in VAT
repayments. An HMRC
investigation found that he
had recruited a network
of friends and associates
to set up a chain of VATregistered companies to
conduct the fraud. Cornwall
accountant Simon Pearce
was jailed for seven years
for fraudulently claiming
tax repayments for at

13

CABLE TACKLES EXECUTIVE PAY
Business secretary Vince Cable has told FTSE 100
companies they must do more to curb executive
pay. He believes that companies are ignoring the
government’s intention behind reforms introduced last
year that require executive pay and performance to be
subject to more transparent approval by shareholders.
Cable has suggested that if the largest companies’
remuneration committees do not take a tougher line
he will introduce further reforms that could potentially
require bosses to consult their own workforces on
executive pay levels.

least 16 clients. An HMRC
investigation was triggered
by clients’ complaints.

AUTO-ENROLMENT HELP

Accountants are a favoured
source of support for SMEs
in moving to pension scheme
auto-enrolment, according to
a report from NOW:Pensions.
Although 44% of SMEs have
yet to consider how they
will comply with the new
legislation, of those that
have decided where they will
go to for help, many will turn
to their accountant. A mere
2% have secured a scheme,
14% will seek help from an
accountant, 5% will go to an
IFA and 4% will conduct their
own search of the market.
Some 22% will use an
existing pensions provider.

MORE FIRMS CHOOSE UK
The government’s attempt
to attract footloose
international businesses for

tax residency are proving
successful, says KPMG. Jane
McCormick, head of tax
and pensions at KPMG in
the UK, said: ‘The change in
sentiment towards the UK’s
tax system as attractive to
business is evidenced by
the fact that we are talking
to almost 100 businesses
about locating activities
here. It’s only four years ago
that UK-listed companies
were announcing they were
quitting the UK.’

AUDIT UNDER FIRE

Audits of public companies
suffer from ‘persistent
deficiencies’, warns the
International Forum
of Independent Audit
Regulators (IFIAR). ‘The
high rate and severity of
inspection deficiencies in
critical aspects of the audit,
and at some of the world’s
largest and systemically
important financial

LORDS SUGGEST IR35 REVIEW
HMRC should provide clearer information to people
affected by IR35 rules, suggests the House of Lords’
Select Committee on Personal Services Companies.
Committee chair Baroness Noakes said that the
IR35 anti-avoidance legislation ‘is complex and
raises its own problems’. HMRC should obtain more
information on the use of personal service companies,
by ‘amending the personal tax return and employer
year-end declaration and making the questions on
service companies compulsory, rather than optional,’
she added.

institutions, is a wake-up call
to firms and regulators alike,’
said Lewis H Ferguson, chair
of IFIAR. ‘More must be done
to improve the reliability
of audit work performed
globally on behalf of
investors.’ IFIAR’s criticisms
came as it published its
2013 Inspection Findings
Survey of audit reviews
submitted by 30 national
audit inspection bodies.

KPMG PARTNER JAILED

Former KPMG partner Scott
London has been jailed for
14 months after admitting
assisting insider trading.
London leaked confidential
information about audit
clients in return for cash
and jewellery. The tip-offs
were made on at least 14
occasions and enabled a
friend to make US$1.27m
from stock trading. London
was in charge of KPMG’s
audit practice in the South
West of the US. A KPMG
spokesman said: ‘It was
appropriate that London
was held accountable for the
consequences of his actions.’

INCOME TAX TARGETED

Governments in the
advanced economies have
responded to the financial
crisis by increasing their tax
take on personal incomes,
according to analysis
by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD). It

»
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to the lowest investment
grade. The credit rating
agency warned that further
downgrades may follow if
the Ukraine conflict leads
to additional sanctions and
Russia’s economic growth
continues to slow. Russia
was previously put on review
for downgrade by Moody’s,
while Fitch Ratings has
placed Russia on negative
outlook. Russian economy
minister Alexei Ulyukayev
said the latest downgrade
would not affect investors.

Value Country (rank)
US (7)

5.54

UK (9)

5.50

Germany (12)

5.41

Canada (17)

5.40

Australia (18)

5.27

New Zealand (20)

5.20

UAE (24)

5.07

Ireland (26)

4.58

Kazakhstan (38)

4.49

Czech Republic (42)

3.89

Philippines (78)

3.78

Rwanda (85)

3.77

Jamaica (86)

TRENDS

5.61

PwC WARNS ON AUDIT

DIGITAL DIVIDE

The 13th edition of the World Economic
Forum’s Global Information Technology
Report provides a comprehensive assessment
of networked readiness, or how prepared
an economy is to apply the benefits of
information and communications technologies
(ICTs) to promote economic growth and
wellbeing. Despite a drop of two places, the
UK continues to exhibit a strong performance,
due to its service-based economy.

The report ranks 148 economies and attributes values based
on a number of indicators including regulatory environment,
affordability and skills

found that in 25 out of 34
member countries, personal
income tax collection has
increased in the last three
years. The highest increases
were recorded in Portugal,
the Slovak Republic and the
US. The average tax burden
on employment incomes,
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cited in the OECD’s Taxing
Wages publication, rose to
35.9% last year. The tax
burden fell in the period
2007 to 2010.

RUSSIA DOWNGRADED

Russia’s sovereign debt
rating has been cut by S&P

Internal audit functions
need to improve faster to
deal with a growing risk
environment, PwC has
warned. Stakeholders have
higher expectations than
do chief audit executives
on what internal audit
can achieve, concluded
PwC’s 2014 State of the
Internal Audit Profession
study. More than half of
senior managers do not
believe internal audit adds
significant value to their
organisation, while nearly
30% of board members
believe it adds less than
significant value, found PwC.

CHINA GROWTH TO SLOW
China’s growth rate will
slow slightly this year,
according to the World
Bank. It predicts growth
will ease from 7.7% last
year to 7.6% this year. East
Asia remains the world’s
fastest growing region, with
other developing countries
in the region expected to
grow by 5% this year, down
from 5.2% last year. China
is now expected to become
the world’s largest economy
this year, overtaking the US,
based on figures for China’s
past economic performance
produced by the World
Bank’s International
Comparison Program when
allied to projections for this
year’s growth.

BEPS PLAN ATTACKED

Accountancy umbrella body
the CCAB has criticised the
OECD’s Action Plan on Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting,
which it says will cause many
multinationals to change
their business models. It
says that the OECD might
have been expected to
address controversial tax
planning approaches, but
the plan goes much further.
Responding to an OECD
consultation, the CCAB
says that under the plan
recognition of company
profits will move from where
value is created to the
locations where products
are sold or consumed, a
‘fundamental revision’ of
existing tax practices.

DUO JOIN SASB

Former New York mayor
Michael R Bloomberg and
former US Securities and
Exchange Commission
chairman Mary Schapiro have
taken senior positions with
the Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB).
They will join the SASB
board as, respectively, chair
and vice chair. Professor
Bob Eccles, a Harvard
Business School professor
and honorary ACCA member,
steps down as chairman, but
will continue on the board.

EY APPOINTS GLOBAL VC
EY has appointed Michael
Solender as its global vice
chair. He will integrate
the firm’s international
legal operations. Mark
Weinberger, EY global
chairman and CEO, said:
‘In this unprecedented
regulatory environment we
are calling on Michael to
lead EY’s legal resources
across the world.’ Solender
has been EY’s vice chair
and general counsel in the
Americas since 2009. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist
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THE RIGHT TRACK

London Underground FD Andrew Pollins FCCA is bringing a more commercial approach to
the famous public transport system now that it has emerged from the ‘dark ages’ of PPP

O
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Finance director, London
Underground and London Rail

2007
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n the desk of London Underground’s finance
director, Andrew Pollins FCCA, is a screen showing
how all the various Tube and rail lines for which
he is responsible are running. That may not be
surprising but what is a little unexpected is his top key
performance indicator (KPI) – lost customer hours. ‘It’s
a measure of our reliability,’ he says. ‘You can’t have any
discussions around developing our infrastructure and
driving change if you can’t keep the service reliable.’
In fact, it’s a reminder of what attracted him to the job
four years ago. ‘This organisation is just so important,’ he
says. ‘It really does keep London moving.’
Transport for London (TfL) is the organisation
responsible for everything from buses to Thames river
boats to the rent-a-bike scheme. TfL is also responsible for
the main roads through London.
Pollins looks after the biggest part of TfL – the iconic
London Underground (LU) – as well as the London Rail
division, which includes the Docklands Light Railway,
Tramlink and London Overground. The responsibility
encompasses operations as well as huge capital investment,
not least in station upgrades and rolling stock.
His remit expanded on the first day in the job with the
news that TfL was acquiring Tube Lines, the public-private
partnership (PPP) maintenance company. ‘That set out the
stall for the next few years: constant change and constant
challenge,’ says Pollins.
Tube Lines’ transition to TfL ownership was part of the
start of a culture change within LU to minimise disruption
to the travelling public: ‘In the old PPP regimes, station
and line closures were a free commodity,’ Pollins explains.
‘Whereas in our world now we want to avoid closures at all
costs because it massively impacts our customers.’
That inconvenience could hardly be blamed on cost
restraints, though. ‘When I first arrived in 2010, the
organisation was coming out of the dark ages,’ Pollins says.
‘There hadn’t been a lot of financial pressures. During the
era of the PPPs, money was generally pretty free-flowing.
The organisation was very focused on quality but not
necessarily on value for money. Obviously, things absolutely
had to change.’
For the year ended 31 March 2013, LU made an
operating contribution of £443m on revenues of £2.3bn,
equal to just over half the TfL total. This is used to help
fund £1,128m of capital spend on projects to substantially

CFO, National Car Parks

2003

Group financial planning and analysis
manager, Whitbread

2001

Regional financial controller, Marriott Hotels

1998

Financial controller, Marriott Hotel,
London County Hall

increase the overall capacity of the Tube, the difference
being funded through LU’s share of TfL’s borrowing and
grant. This has not always been the case and getting from
there to here was, says Pollins, a journey that began with a
lot of little steps and a few very big ones.

Culture change
‘People had become immune to where the decimal place
was,’ he recalls, giving the example of a £30m project being
described as ‘small’. ‘I wanted to make sure that we started
to change the culture within the organisation.’
That started by trying to break a few habits – for
example, a ban on colour printing and first-class stamps,
and introducing ‘massive controls’ on spending on
consultants and business expenses. ‘We basically locked
everything down over a period of months to really reset
the organisation,’ Pollins says. ‘Some of it was symbolic,
because moving from first-class to second-class stamps is
not going to help deliver a Victoria Station upgrade. However,
it affected everyone and so people thought, “Ah, things
are changing.”’ The programme was not only successful
culturally; it also saved the organisation £50m. His ideas
soon spread throughout TfL.
Towards the end of 2010 LU’s support functions were
streamlined, reducing costs and improving support for »
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*

TIPS

‘Every staff member has
to have a one-to-one with their
manager every period. That way,
you can support them and work out
the priorities.’

*

‘Big is beautiful. Increase the font
size: why produce reports you can’t
read? You don’t need to write a million
things, either; focus on the key things.’

*

‘Forecast accuracy speaks to credibility.
But be careful not to drive accuracy to
100%; people start spending to budget
or slowing down, which is sub-optimal.’

1,229m

LU passenger journeys, 2012/13

402km

BASICS

Length of network

83%

Customer satisfaction, 2012/13 (+3%)

£1,348m

Capital expenditure, 2012/13

£2,301.8m

Revenue, 2012/13 (+6.2%)

£457m

Net operating income, 2012/13 (+6.1%)

18,150

Number of employees, 2012/13

the organisation. Again, the strategy was adopted elsewhere
in the organisation. ‘There was a bit of a theme; we’d instigate
something and then it would get adopted across TfL,’ he says,
‘which is great because I want to share best practice.’
But the culture change wasn’t just about cutting back
on spending; it was about a top-level understanding of the
organisation’s revenues. ‘I went to an LU board meeting
and said, “What are the revenue figures?” “Oh, we don’t
look at those. The mayor sets the fares,” I was told. I said,
“How can you make decisions on costs if you don’t know
whether your revenue is up or down?” This was all indicative
of a lack of maturity in the organisation. We have revenues
reported daily now. This feels much more like how a privatesector organisation would be run.’
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While Pollins reels off upgrade and investment
programmes, he talks a lot, too, about ‘the people agenda’,
ascribing his interest in the concept to his original plan
to pursue a career in the hospitality business; he joined
Whitbread after studying for a degree in hotels and catering.
‘Then I saw the light,’ he says. ‘I had an epiphany when,
as part of my graduate training, I sat down with my HR
colleagues and they were scratching their heads at the
figures. I thought it was obvious what needed to be done.
So I moved into finance after my graduate placement.’ His
move up the career ladder included ‘coal-face’ operational
roles. ‘Working in that type of hospitality, customer serviceled organisation you realise the importance of people – so
that’s ingrained in my DNA now.’
When he was promoted to financial controller of the
five-star Marriott Hotel in the former London County Hall,
the first thing he did was assemble the best team he could.
Similarly, when he joined NCP in 2007, ‘I focused on
engaging with and developing the team. And that was exactly
what I wanted to do when I came to the Underground.’

Non-negotiables
On joining LU, his ‘non-negotiables’ included every staff
member having regular one-to-ones with their managers.
He also believes in having ‘a sense of urgency around
performance management’, he says. ‘Within my top team we
regularly review our stars to make sure we’re supporting and
nurturing them, as well as our “challenging” performers to
give them the right way to improve.’
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▌▌▌‘PEOPLE HAD BECOME IMMUNE TO WHERE
THE DECIMAL PLACE WAS. I WANTED TO CHANGE
THE CULTURE WITHIN THE ORGANISATION’
Pollins wants his finance staff to be embedded and
aligned with operations. ‘I want a finance professional sitting
in Buckingham Palace Road where the sub-surface upgrade
project is [LU’s £4.2bn upgrade of three Tube lines],
supporting the director who runs that project, making sure
they’re managing the risks,’ he says.
He also wants to develop a more simple, forward-looking
approach to reporting. ‘This organisation likes to report –
not KPIs, but APIs: all performance indicators. Everything
you can possibly measure is in the report. We have to
simplify our reporting and focus on insight and analysis
rather than pure data production.’
In this, Pollins is drawing on his experience at Marriott
Hotels, where ‘3/5/10 plans’ were prepared – the steps
that would be taken if revenues were down 3%, 5% or
10%. ‘These things often happen quickly and you haven’t
got time to think,’ he explains. ‘If you’ve done the work
ahead of time, it makes you that bit more agile. You may do
something different from what you planned but the principle
of planning ahead and prioritising is really important.’
The accountability agenda also sees Pollins appearing
before various City Hall committees. ‘There are a lot

of formal meetings and many of
these are in public,’ he says. ‘There
are obviously political slants; you just
have to stay calm.’
With huge numbers, public exposure,
a public service that is critical to the
lifeblood of the capital, a changing
culture and a rapidly developing transport infrastructure,
Pollins has a lot on his desk. He acknowledges the value
of his ACCA Qualification. ‘Career-wise, I could never have
progressed if I hadn’t done my exams,’ he says. ‘It teaches
you discipline. It taught me how to be organised, and it
helped me become who I am as a leader.’
He adds: ‘I like to get involved in lots of non-finance
things. During the London 2012 Games I was the TfL travel
ambassador sponsor.’ It is a role he still carries out and was
important in helping to keep the Tube running during the
strike in May. TfL had over 1,000 office-based staff helping
to keep stations open and offering advice during this time.
He sees these opportunities as a great way for office staff to
gain exposure to the business areas they support. ‘It really
helps you understand the operational aspects,’ he says. ‘And
what’s fantastic is that it was fully embraced.’
So while you may never see Pollins driving a Tube train,
don’t be surprised if you find yourself at Victoria on the
platform being told by someone wearing a badge that says
‘finance director’ how best to get to Buckingham Palace. ■
Andrew Sawers, journalist
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TAX MATTERS

With reputations and profitability at stake, tax has been elevated to a board-level issue,
and finance chiefs need to look at building a stronger partnership with the tax function

A

ccording to the 2014 global survey from global
tax adviser Taxand, 70% of CFOs say tax is an
item on boardroom agendas. Unsurprisingly, this
heightened focus on tax is driven by its growing
complexity, both domestic and international.
Michael McGivern, partner at RSM Ireland, says: ‘It
derives from the ever increasing legislative burden, from the
increased focus on taxation matters by revenue authorities
globally, and from a heightened scrutiny of corporate tax by
the media, politicians and the general public.’
Public scrutiny aligns tax risk with reputational risk,
and public ‘tax-shaming’ is not going to affect just the likes
of Google, Starbucks and Amazon. In fact, 76% of CFOs
surveyed by Taxand believe such exposure and scrutiny
could damage any company’s reputation. Moreover, 31%
admit the media spotlight has made them change their own
approach to tax planning. ‘The press coverage surrounding
tax-avoidance schemes has forced the change in culture
towards correct and ethical planning,’ says Chris Thomas,
director at SME Finance Partners.

Compliance confusion
Most CFOs also report a rise in the frequency of tax
audits as governments continue to scramble to capture
tax revenues, and a rise in compliance costs. The survey
shows decision-makers are finding tax increasingly puzzling
too, blaming confusing messages from regulators and
governments around the introduction of new cross-border
measures such as the financial transaction tax and the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s
(OECD) Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project.
Amid all this, in organisations where boards are keen to
align their commercial and fiscal strategies, the tax function

has emerged from the back office to occupy a much more
prominent role, not just within finance but within the wider
business. Cagla Bekbolet, head of the financial officers
practice at Egon Zehnder, says: ‘Generally, there is more
impetus on tax directors to be closer to the business and
inform debate a lot earlier than they used to.’
Yet some finance chiefs still hold tax at arm’s length.
‘From a CFO behavioural perspective, taxation is, sadly,
frequently viewed as a “below the line” item and not of
central importance to the company’s finance function,’ says
Steve Priddy FCCA, head of research at the London School
of Business and Finance (LSBF). Those who take such a
view are potentially increasing the overall finance risk. ‘They
shouldn’t take for granted that tax risk is being dealt with
by someone else, or that it may be sorted out by external
advisers,’ Priddy adds. They are also diluting the value the
tax function can bring to their organisations. It is therefore
important for CFOs and FDs to gain a better understanding
of the operations of their tax departments and enhance
their own tax literacy.
It goes without saying that the CFO/FD should first take
the time to understand fully the precise functions, roles and
responsibilities of each member of the tax team and assess
whether the team is adequately staffed, says McGivern. ‘This
should also serve to educate him or her on what taxes are
relevant to the corporation and how they impact the business
from cashflow to tax costs.’
Historically, tax
and finance tended
to work in silos, so
identifying critical
interdependencies
between the

▌▌▌‘FROM A CFO BEHAVIOURAL PERSPECTIVE,
TAXATION IS, SADLY, OFTEN VIEWED AS A “BELOW
THE LINE” ITEM, NOT OF CENTRAL IMPORTANCE’
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two functions and creating or streamlining systems for
transparent and consistent sharing of key information/
resources is another important step in gaining a more holistic
view. ‘Much of the same data is required by both finance and
tax functions,’ says Thomas. ‘Businesses need to realise the
true value of sharing this data to maximise their potential.’
He also points out that technological advances such as
secure cloud-based systems allow FDs to encourage data
transparency and the sharing of key information between
the two functions. ‘Such technology can also reduce hours
lost in meetings and endless email exchanges,’ he adds.
‘It’s far easier and quicker to become a lean operation with
information that is both accurate and accessible.’

Beyond the minimum
Above all else, communication between the two functions
must not be limited to what is required by regulation. ‘When
other vital information isn’t communicated, issues arise that
can seriously harm the synergy within the business long
before it affects the P&L,’ Thomas says.
Inadequate communication means that CFOs and FDs
may not be able to make sound investment and strategic
business decisions. Also, given that they are unlikely to
be taxation specialists, there are some challenging areas
of corporate tax where they may be left seriously underinformed. For example, 20% of the CFOs surveyed by
Taxand find transfer pricing the most challenging aspect of
global taxation. ‘Other areas may include relevant legislative
changes, changing revenue audit activities and focus,
global initiatives such as the BEPS project or recent court
decisions,’ says McGivern.
But communication must be two-way. McGivern says:
‘Liaising closely and frequently with tax personnel and, if
necessary, with the external tax advisers enables the CFO to
appreciate fully both immediate and longer-term issues of
relevance to the tax team and the business, but they must
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also share all future commercial plans at an early stage, so
all possible tax issues can be considered well ahead of time.’
While gaining a detailed technical understanding of tax is
unrealistic, finance chiefs can improve their tax knowledge
by taking relevant professional courses. ‘ACCA and other
professional institutions provide a range of courses, as do
the main business schools such as LSBF,’ says Priddy.
Once heads of finance understand their tax departments
and tax issues better, they can look to tax for additional
capabilities. Priddy says: ‘It’s important to be aware of tax
not only as a compliance issue, but also as a value-added
activity. For example, in the UK, even a decade after its
introduction, it’s widely accepted that the generous R&D
tax-credit regime is utilised in a very uneven way across the
corporate sector and that this is partly due to ineffective
knowledge transfer between key stakeholders.’
To gain more value from their tax departments, finance
heads need to find initiatives that benefit both the finance
and the tax function. ‘If all initiatives are undertaken for
a common cause, there’s far greater chance of improving
synergies and cohesion across the business than if separate
ventures are pursued for diacritic gains,’ says Thomas.
They must support their tax directors in their professional
development too. Bekbolet says: ‘To be able to influence
the business, tax directors must have a greater commercial
understanding as well as interpersonal skills. In the past
most tax directors came out of Big Four accountancy training
and went onto a corporate track where they progressed up
the technical ladder. They were experts on governance and
reporting, but the planning and the business-partnering side
is becoming more important now. The next generation of tax
directors are therefore developing a broader skillset than just
the technical expertise and that’s the biggest mindset change
we’ve seen in the last five years.’ ■
Iwona Tokc-Wilde, journalist
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Audit for the masses?
Until the wider population better understand the mechanisms of audit, the discipline will
continue to be misunderstood. But things are starting to change, says Robert Bruce
There is a circularity about any debate
on audit. The same arguments come
round decade after decade; you could
probably have found people arguing
over expectation gaps a hundred
years ago. And it is not helped by the
obvious point that, for the mass of
the population, audit issues do not
come high on their scale of worries.
This is dramatised on the cover of the
latest research into audit, Improving
Confidence in the Value of Audit.
It was carried out for the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) by YouGov and
appears under the company’s generic
cover design depicting a wildly mixed
crowd of people representing a crosssection of society. In one row a woman
wearing a burka appears just along
from a person with a gas mask. You
would not expect any of this multitude
to be carrying a placard saying ‘Down
with complacent auditors’.
And the report bears this out. It
finds that the people who know most
about audit are happiest with how
it currently works, while those who
know the least, broadly politicians and
regulators, have the least confidence.
So, as the investment community
might say: ‘No surprises!’
‘You would expect the people who
are closest to the audit to be the ones
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THE BIGGEST SHARED WORRY
The YouGov research came up with one universally shared worry:
‘A concern that is voiced across all stakeholder groups is the shift
towards audit as a box-ticking exercise,’ it said. ‘Auditors link this
to overly-prescriptive auditing and accounting standards, whereas
wider stakeholders see it as part of the way in which audit is currently
understood, without direct reference to any standards. Wider stakeholders
have a general sense that the profession has evolved to a process-led one
but cannot pinpoint why this is or how to rectify it. It is possible that this
is due simply to perceptions that statutory activity requires a bureaucratic
and highly structured approach. This underpins concerns that some have
that auditors are currently not sufficiently sceptical and challenging.’

who are the most confident,’ says
Sue Almond, technical director at
ACCA. ‘What we learned was broadly
considered to be consistent with what
we thought,’ says Marek Grabowski,
the FRC’s director of audit policy.

‘Opaque model’
It is the traditional problem. Audit
takes place behind closed doors.
Whenever detailed research has been

carried out it has invariably reported
that, all things considered, the process
holds up well and largely does what
the outside world would want it to
do. But the outside world cannot
see this with its own eyes. ‘Audit is a
very opaque model,’ says Grabowski.
‘People have very little idea of what a
particular audit does. There is a lack
of transparency. Audits are tailored
to particular circumstances. So you
hear negative things when there is a
problem. You hear all the bad things
and you don’t hear the good things.’
The problems that this causes are
apparent in the YouGov report. One
investor said: ‘We still feel that the
way the result of audit is reported to
shareholders is poor and we still don’t
get what we need in terms of the key
aspects to help form an opinion…
it is difficult for investors to assess
the quality of the audit and where the
information actually came from.’
This is why the FRC intends using
the research as both a benchmark
and a springboard for the future.
It talks of measures to enhance
a justifiable confidence in audit.
The use of the word ‘justifiable’ is
important. The FRC obviously wants
to show how the quality of audit
can improve specifically and can
be seen to be improving. Given its
confidential nature, this will always be
difficult. But Grabowski sees this as
unavoidable. ‘The public doesn’t give
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any professions “blind trust” anymore,’
he says. ‘So we are taking actions to
enhance justifiable confidence.’

Gradual process
In the first year that auditors have
been supposed to comment on key
risks and materiality there are signs
that change is under way. KPMG, for
example, stuck comments into its audit
report on jet engine maker Rolls-Royce
that the company used an ‘acceptable
but mildly optimistic’ estimate for a
put option that produced lower liability
estimates than it might otherwise have
done. KPMG also pointed out that the
company’s estimates and assumptions
resulted in ‘mildly cautious profit
recognition’. These are modest moves,
but in the right direction.
But the fundamental illogicalities
of the audit model will still cause
problems. As another respondent to
the research put it: ‘Politicians and
regulators still have an expectation
that audit does something it doesn’t

do and this is the classic expectation
gap that has been such an issue since
1884.’ And the fundamental sticking
point of the auditor being employed
by the company is not going to go
away. ‘There is supposed to be a
triangle of beneficiaries – the company,
auditor and the shareholders,’ said
one investor respondent to the survey,
‘but the triangle is increasingly
missing shareholders as auditors and
companies have got closer together.’
Having auditors employed and
paid by companies doesn’t engender
trust and encourages those who don’t
understand the underlying process
to say everything is wrong. The only
defence, says Grabowski, is greater
clarity. ‘Auditors need to demonstrate
scepticism to prove that they are
independent of the client and are
helping users,’ he says. But the research
report suggests there was ‘a feeling
that the professionalisation of audit has
created intelligent “box-tickers” rather
than sceptical professionals’.
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The financial crisis also muddied
the audit waters. ‘All stakeholders,’
says the research report, ‘feel that the
financial crisis highlighted shortfalls in
auditor competencies in understanding
the complex financial models being
used by financial institutions.’
The circularity of the arguments
over audit is set to continue. The
hope is that, slowly and steadily, a
greater commitment to explanations
on all sides will lead to greater
understanding. Certainly, the early
signs of auditors starting to open up in
their reports and talk more about how
companies have dealt with risks, for
example, will help. The FRC has a long
task ahead, but an important one. ■
Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Improving Confidence in the Value of
Audit: http://tinyurl.com/frc-audit
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COMMENT | JANE FULLER

Dubious precision on intangibles
The business acquisitions standard, IFRS 3, falls down when it comes to reliably valuing
the intangible assets that form the core of so many modern businesses, says Jane Fuller
The abandonment of the OmnicomPublicis ‘merger of equals’ is a
reminder that some good has come
out of the reforms to acquisition
accounting. The reality of most deals
is that one company is the acquirer,
and therefore the boss.
Modern accounting for business
combinations – IFRS 3 and SFAS 141 –
reflects takeover reality. The advertising
giants’ attempt to pool their businesses
and share power was a throwback to a
merger ideal that never existed.
But what of other provisions of
IFRS 3, which is now undergoing a
post-implementation review (PiR) by
the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB)? This is more difficult
than for IFRS 8, Operating Segments.
Analysts use segmental breakdowns in
their valuation models: we would like
more ‘granularity’ but the principle is
a given.
Analysis of acquisitions is different.
The heavy lifting is done at the time of
the deal, using the wealth of published
information about and from acquirer
and target.
To judge the chances of the acquirer
achieving an acceptable return on
investment, an analyst aims first to pin
down the full costs of the acquisition,
and then to work out whether the
additional taxed operating profits will
cover the acquirer’s cost of capital.
How many of us, months later, pore
over a note in the annual report that
breaks down the intangible assets
acquired into ‘identifiables’ and
residual goodwill? Not many, apparently
– and the knock-on effect is that the
amortisation number in the profit and
loss account is disregarded.
IFRS 3 was developed in a more
idealistic era, when faith was stronger
in efficient market pricing and in the
ability of models to replicate market
– or fair value – pricing. IFRS 3 was
intended to result in more intangible
assets being recognised and measured
at fair value, so the bar was lower for
recognition and measurement reliability
than in IAS 38, Intangible Assets.
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There is a genuine problem with
the balance sheets of companies in
sectors that rely on human skill and
ingenuity, rather than physical assets,
to create value: pharma, media,
technology, to name a few. Ideally,
internally generated goodwill would be

on the balance sheet too, but IFRS 3
has exposed the practical difficulty of
doing this. The exercise of identifying
‘separable’ assets and assuming they
can be valued has been pushed too far.
If breaking down goodwill is either
too difficult or irrelevant, a logical
revision to IFRS 3 would be to leave
it all on the balance sheet. This also
makes it easier to hold management
to account afterwards, with the
impairment test as the mechanism for
recognising overpayment – rightly more
embarrassing than quiet whittling away
via amortisation.
But impairment tests have tended
to be behind the curve in recognising
losses and they, too, rely on valuation
models. A positive development
is that the new auditors’ reports,
commenting on key audit risks, are
now publicly focusing on the carrying
value of goodwill. More information
about valuation assumptions would, of
course, be welcome.
Where does this leave amortisation?
Applied to intangible assets with a
finite life and an acquisition cost that
can be measured reliably, it genuinely
represents the wasting of the asset
and should not be ignored. There
is a respectable argument that all
intangible assets waste, but many
believe that the expenses incurred to
maintain indefinite ones – research,
marketing, training – cover that.
The tendency to disregard
amortisation has, in turn, become
part of a more worrying trend towards
adjusted profit measures, which can
all too easily degenerate into ‘earnings
before the bad stuff’. The IASB should
be returning to this financial statement
presentation issue.
Some reforms to IFRS 3 that bring it
more into line with practice in analysing
the value created or destroyed by
acquisitions would be welcome. ■
Jane Fuller is former financial editor
of the Financial Times and co-director
of the Centre for the Study of Financial
Innovation think-tank
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Relocation, relocation, relocation
As Pfizer tries to take over AstraZeneca, the global nature of corporate strategy is being
pitched against the intensely local passion to hold on to jobs, says Peter Williams
Alderley Park, a 400-acre estate in
the pretty Cheshire countryside, is
surrounded by woods and a lake.
The top floors of the dozens of its
three and four-storey buildings must
command fine views eastward to the
glowering Pennines. From the aerial
photographs it is impossible to tell
that it is the major research site for
AstraZeneca, employing 2,900 skilled
science professionals in its global
centre for cancer research. In March
2013, the company announced it
would move the research – and most
of the jobs – to a global facility in
Cambridge within three years.
Contributing to the fight against
cancer, Alderley Park also helped to
seal the prosperity of this part of
north-west England in the later decades
of the 20th century. It gave the nearby
villages of Alderley Edge and Prestbury
charm, money and confidence, a trio
that still attracts the wealthy, including
many of the well-paid footballers who
ply their trade for the Manchester
clubs. A plaque to the Beckhams on the
converted barn they once owned will
surely not be long in coming.
I grew up a few miles to the north,
not in quite so salubrious a place, and
still return regularly to the area. The
decision by the company to relocate
its research and development facility
to Cambridge made national news
at the time. The story was given
extra legs partly through the shortterm political embarrassment over
the loss of 2,150 jobs (1,600 to go
to Cambridge and 550 to be made
redundant) in the constituency – well,
local MP George Osborne does double
up as chancellor of the exchequer. The
local press eventually reported that his
intervention had succeeded in keeping
700 non-R&D jobs at the site.
Still, the closure was undoubtedly a
blow to the local economy even if the
weekly Socialist Worker isn’t a big read
in the cafes and wine bars of Alderley
Edge. However, it seems that Alderley
Park will live on. In March 2014
public-private partnership Manchester

Science Parks said it was buying the
site for bioscience research, although
the jobs tally is unclear.
The change does mean the site isn’t
centre-stage in the titanic takeover
battle between Pfizer and AstraZeneca,
although in one local skirmish fears
have been raised over the prospects
for manufacturing of drugs in nearby
Macclesfield.
As the takeover battle heated up in
the markets and the boardrooms, and
politicians fought over the principles
at stake, it is hard not to speculate
what would have happened to Alderley
Park and those thousands of jobs had
the site still been fully operational.
And then perhaps closed by a merged
entity. Relocation to Cambridge,
England, is one thing, moving to (for
instance) Cambridge, Massachusetts,
would have been a very different one.
Medicine plays a major part in the
well-being of humanity, whether it is

saving lives through cardiovascular or
oncology drugs or merely adding to the
sum of happiness through tablets such
as Viagra. We expect miracle cures.
But the miracle requires an enormous
amount of time to be spent conjuring
it by highly educated – and therefore
expensive – teams. Researchers can
spend a working lifetime and at the
end be unable to point to a single
product in the high-street pharmacy
or the hospital dispensary that they
directly contributed to.
Getting a fair distribution between
all the different stakeholders – those
who develop drugs, those who risk
their capital, governments and the
ill individuals who pay for the end
product – is one of the ongoing global
political issues of this age. The search
for effective drugs is clearly global but
the desire to protect jobs is intensely
local. Those caught up in the Pfizer/
AstraZeneca deal are doing their best,
from their own particular perspective,
to reach some answer. But as Alderley
Park’s uncertain fate demonstrates,
it is doubtful whether corporate
manoeuvring effectively produces the
pharmaceutical products we want. ■
Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist
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COMMENT | MARTIN TURNER

Call of a common destiny
Membership of a trade bloc brings benefits but also responsibilities, and accountants
can help with both sides of the balance sheet, writes ACCA president Martin Turner
One of ACCA’s great strengths is its ability to give a truly
international perspective on pressing issues.
This was very much in evidence in the recent ACCA
President’s Debate, which took place in Athens, Greece.
Supported by our friends at the Institute of Certified
Public Accountants of Greece (SOEL), the debate
brought together distinguished experts to explore
the issues facing Greece as it takes over the
presidency of the Council of the European Union.
Its conclusions should be of interest across the
world as more countries join international trade
communities or single markets.
Our discussions centred around the view that
the European project should strive to evolve into
a community of shared values with a ‘common
destiny’ for all its citizens and with social,
economic and fiscal policy having a big part to
play in this process. Our debate also looked at
what needs to be done to assist the economy
and achieve growth for all members of the EU.
My contribution to the debate was that it was
not just the content of state budgets that need to
change, but the way in which those budgets work
in the first place. This means that national budgets
need to be better co-ordinated at the European level,
exhibiting a coherent flexible strategy underpinned
by teamwork.
I also said that ACCA believes that Europe needs to
continue to build relationships across boundaries and
continents. This would not just be beneficial to Europe’s
economic growth, but also help to make it a more rounded and
adaptable continent in an ever changing world.
The bottom line is that being a member of a body such as
the European Union can bring great benefits, but it also requires
a shared sense of responsibility and commitment to each
other. This does not mean that national interests should
be entirely ignored, but placed in the context of the
interests of the wider community.
It is ACCA’s view that improvements and
progress can be made for all countries
only by working together, and with the
support of strong fiscal, social and
economic policies.
ACCA members, who are
ideally qualified to work across
national boundaries, therefore
have a critical role to play in
delivering opportunities for
all in a new-look economy. ■
Martin Turner FCCA is a
management consultant
in the UK health sector
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The view from

‘

I CONSOLIDATE INSIGHT TO ENSURE THE BEST
POSSIBLE CUSTOMER JOURNEY EXPERIENCE’
CHRISTINE GIBBONS FCCA, COMMERCIAL
FINANCE BUSINESS PARTNER, CARNIVAL UK
SNAPSHOT:
PHARMA

When I left school I took on a role
as an accounts assistant at a small
solicitor’s firm in Salisbury. I then
decided to start AAT, which then
progressed to ACCA. Since I was
unsure of whether I wanted to go
into practice or industry, I chose
to study ACCA as it covered all the
options for me. My favourite part of
the ACCA syllabus was the material
for the Financial Performance papers
– these have been an integral part of
my career since.
After working for the solicitor’s
I spent some time in practice. I then
worked in the manufacturing sector,
but it wasn’t until I moved to IBM
that I realised that I wanted to be
more commercially focused.
I currently work in the commercial
finance team as a finance business
partner for the P&O marketing team.
My main duties are reporting on
performance and building business
cases for the marketing team, and
assisting with strategic and tactical
plans. The element of my role that
I find most rewarding is being able to
network with so many different parts
of the business, such as the P&O
director and the marketing teams,
then being able to help make decisions
to drive the business forward. My ACCA
Qualification has benefited my career
by giving me the core skills for all
parts of my role.
My inbox is usually filled with business
requests for marketing projects and
trading updates. Specific examples
would be the launch of P&O’s FlyMed
cruises or our new ship, Britannia. Our
number-one focus is the customer, so
part of my role is to consolidate insight
to ensure that we have the best
possible customer journey experience.

The great thing about cruising is that
you get the opportunity to visit many
locations in just one holiday rather than
being limited to the surrounds of your
typical hotel holiday.
With the launch of Britannia in 2015
there will be a lot of focus around
strategy and communication planning
this year. I really enjoy working with
the commercial side of the business
and being able to advise on business
projects and strategy. The best thing
about being an accountant is it is the
heart for any great management career
and that there is such a wide scope for
what you can do.
Above all, my children are my greatest
achievement. Working for Carnival UK
[which owns the P&O Cruises brand]
has given me the opportunity and
flexibility to have a great work-life
balance. My spare time is spent with my
two children and designing our home,
which we are currently extending. ■
Are you interested in appearing on this
page? If so, contact Simon Webster at
simon.webster@accaglobal.com

Increased scrutiny of
operational and research
practices and difficult
questions over the safety of
marketed drugs has created
uncertainty in what has
historically been a stable and
highly profitable business.
Andrew Packman, head
of PwC’s UK pharma and
life sciences business, says:
‘Companies need to move
new products into existing
and new markets quickly to
obtain sufficient benefit from
a limited patent life and to
compensate for development
costs, which can exceed
$800m per drug.
‘Contrary to public
perception, drugs form only
a small proportion of overall
healthcare costs. However, the
high profitability of pharma
companies makes them a
relatively easy target for
healthcare providers trying to
reduce costs.
‘One of the solutions for
the companies is to have
efficient control over operating
costs. The industry will also
have to build compliance into
the way it does business.’

£4.2bn

According to the Office for
National Statistics, the UK
pharmaceutical industry
spent £4.2bn on research and
development in 2012, more
than any other UK industry
and over a quarter of the total
UK R&D spend that year.
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Negative talk
With talk increasing about the eurozone taking the ultimate monetary step of negative
interest rates to avert deflation, it’s time for CFOs to revisit their capital structures
If a nod’s as good as a wink to a
blind horse, as the old saying goes,
then Europe’s CFOs need to start
reconsidering their direction of travel.
Since the start of the year a series
of nods about negative interest rates
have come from senior figures at the
European Central Bank. In February,
Erkki Liikanen, a member of the ECB’s
governing council, told a House of
Lords committee that negative interest
rates were one of the tools the bank
had discussed to counter the threat of
deflation in the eurozone.
Then in March, Sabine
Lautenschläger, an ECB executive
board member, told The Wall Street
Journal that the ECB still had
options to counter the dangers
of low interest rates. ‘We
have room left to act. The
deposit rate could be
negative, for example,’
she warned.
So with the
eurozone heading
for deflation, are
negative rates a real
possibility which
CFOs need to factor
into their future
planning? And, if so,
why do most CFOs
seem so relaxed?
Perhaps it
is because most
economists and bankers
believe that, despite
the nods and winks,
negative interest rates would
represent a last resort for
the policymakers.
Yet the deposit rate – what the
ECB pays to banks that park money
with it – is already at zero. What
policymakers desperately want is for
Europe’s banks to start lending to
both companies and individuals again
in order to stimulate the continent’s
flagging growth.
The trouble is that while politicians
want banks to lend, banking regulators
want banks to continue shrinking their

balance sheets to guard against the
danger of a further systemic banking
crisis like the one that paralysed
Europe’s financial system in 2008.
And even if the banks were keen to
lend, it is unlikely that many corporates
would be eager to borrow from them
while growth prospects remain poor,
as Andrew Clare, professor of asset
management at Cass Business School,
points out. ‘So it doesn’t really matter
whether you set negative interest rates
or whether you flood the world with

cash; there is no guarantee that any of
it will have any effect at all,’ he says.
But even though there are doubts
about whether negative interest rates
would get Europe’s economy moving
again, CFOs cannot entirely discount
the possibility. One problem is that,
in the absence of vigorous investing,
many of Europe’s corporates are
holding sizeable sums of cash on their
balance sheets. They need to park that
cash somewhere and some banks are
reported to be increasingly reluctant to
take it, especially at their quarter-ends
and year-end.
When the Association of Corporate
Treasurers surveyed 28 corporates
at year-end 2013, it found five
had encountered ‘significant
reluctance’ from banks to take
their cash. Two corporates
even ended up paying
interest rates to the bank
for holding their money.
Just three
companies reported
that their banks
had refused to
take deposits
altogether. But that
low number could
have been because
‘companies had
been warned off
approaching the
banks that were not
looking for deposits’,
according to a briefing
by Martin O’Donovan,
the ACT’s deputy policy
and technical director.
The villain of the piece
in all this could be Basel III,
the new regulations designed
to make bankers more prudent.
It incorporates a new liquidity test
that focuses on banks’ ability to survive
a market closure for 30 days and still
have cash. Large corporate deposits
of fewer than 30 days are not much
use in meeting this test, because
the presumption is that they will be
withdrawn before the time is up.

»
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Short-term corporate money may
also harm a bank’s leverage ratio,
especially at quarter-ends when
measurements are taken. According
to Basel III, a bank is supposed to
keep a ‘tier 1’ leverage ratio – roughly,
shares and retained earnings divided
by average consolidated total assets
– of at least 3%. But when lots of
short-term money pours into a bank’s
coffers, it adds to its liabilities and
harms the leverage ratio unless the
bank can lend or invest it quickly.
Despite this, cases of banks turning
down cash or charging negative
interest rates to take it are, for the
moment, isolated. But they are a taster
of what could be in store if negative
interest rates become a longer-term
policy of central banks.
With a recovery of sorts under
way in Britain, that seems a distant
possibility in the UK. But if the nods
and winks emanating from ECB
mandarins are anything to go by,
negative rates cannot be discounted
completely in the eurozone.
The key question is whether negative
rates would have the effect intended.
Few economists are convinced. ‘If I’m
sitting on cash, would negative interest
rates persuade me to take money out
of a bank and invest in an environment
loaded with risk?’ ponders John
Glen, senior lecturer in economics at
Cranfield School of Management.

▌▌▌FACED WITH RISK-WEIGHTED INVESTMENTS
IN AN UNCERTAIN EUROPEAN ECONOMY,
COMPANIES MAY PAY TO KEEP CASH AT THE BANK
In any event, as Glen points out, in
a global economy which is interlinked,
companies can choose to invest more
or less anywhere. Encouraged by
negative interest rates to invest some
of the spare cash on its balance sheet,
a French or Spanish company could
place it in a high-growth economy in
Asia or South America.
‘With a global financial system,
you press a button in one part of the
system expecting a response there,
but the response may be thousands of
miles away,’ Glen points out.

A small price to pay
In any event, faced with a choice
between negative interest rates
and risk-weighted investments in
an uncertain European economy,
companies may be willing to pay a few
basis points to keep the cash at the
bank, suggests Clare.
But in a world in which interest
rates are likely to remain low, even if
they don’t go negative, it could make
sense for CFOs to take a fresh look
at how they manage corporate cash.
Some have moved cash into money-

market funds – which generally invest
in AAA-rated government and corporate
bonds. But money-market funds
tend to reflect the overall investment
environment, so the extra margin
available from them when interest rates
are low may be small.
In the current environment, CFOs
who want cash kept in short-dated
quality instruments should expect
to pay a price, says a member of
the Institutional Money Market
Funds Association (IMMFA), who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
‘If you want liquidity and a focus on
capital preservation, you can still get
it, but the returns are going to be
compressed,’ he says.
This highlights the conundrum
facing CFOs: should they hang on to
the comfort of cash as a source of
ready liquidity or place it in longerterm investments where yields may be
better at the expense of short-term
liquidity? But, perhaps, faced with
even a slim threat of negative rates,
this would be a good time for CFOs to
review their capital structures.
‘If you are dissatisfied with the level
of return you are getting, you need to
build clarity around your cashflow and
think about whether you are going to
maintain the same capital structure,’
says the IMMFA member.
One spin-off from this debate could
be more share buy-backs or companies
deciding to return some of their
surplus cash to shareholders.
Even if Europe escapes
widespread negative nominal
rates (where there is a minus
sign before the number),
the continent has been
experiencing negative real
rates (where interest rates
are lower than inflation)
for years. There could be
more to come.
It’s time for CFOs to
take off the blinkers so
they can at least pick up
on the nods and winks. ■
Peter Bartram, journalist
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Designing out the dangers
As part of our series of interviews with members on the front line, Simon Cole FCCA
explains how he prevents Atkins’ vast transnational projects spiralling out of control

*
*

‘Don’t be afraid of taking the opportunity to move
internally – keep ticking the boxes.’

‘Be up for overseas challenges. But remember, it’s
more difficult coming back than going out.’

TIPS

Engineering and design consultancy
Atkins is a difficult company to sum
up. In the UK, it’s probably best known
for its design engineering work on the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games. In the Middle East, on the
other hand, it is better known for the
design and project management of
such iconic buildings as the Burj Al
Arab luxury hotel in Dubai.
Since listing in 1996, the company
has expanded rapidly. What was once
a UK-based and family-run engineering
firm is now a multidisciplinary
company with nearly 18,000 staff in
29 countries.
Add to that the complexity of the
projects in the group and there’s a
lot to keep on top of from a finance
professional’s point of view – but there
is also the opportunity to build a varied
and fast-moving career.
Group financial controller Simon
Cole FCCA joined as the Atkins family
relinquished control ahead of flotation,
and has seen his career develop in
tandem with the group.
‘I would never have imagined that
I would still be in the company at this
stage of my career,’ he says. ‘But there
have been some good opportunities
because of that expansion, and I’ve
always been up for new challenges and
trying out new things.’
By regularly shifting roles within
Atkins – except for his current stint, he
has not stayed in a post for longer than
four years – Cole has been able to build
a more rounded portfolio.
‘I’ve always moved – from group
finance out to operational finance and
overseas – trying to keep a balance
between group reporting, the technical
side of accounting and commercial
roles. You can stay in a role too long –
you’ve got to keep ticking the boxes.’

*
*
*

‘Combine financial reporting with commercial experience,
so you can balance technical expertise with business
understanding.’
‘If you are proactive and knock on people’s doors you’ll be
able to develop. Seek out senior finance people who can act
as mentors.’
‘Professional integrity is important. Don’t walk away from
problems, lean into them.’

Cole’s first major move out of group
finance was to Hong Kong, which came
after he suggested that Atkins ‘needed
an FD’ for Asia Pacific following a
major acquisition. He was offered the
role, which broadened his experience in
more ways than expected.
‘It was just before the handover to
China, which was a great time to be
there, but it was overshadowed from a
commercial perspective by the Asian
financial crisis,’ he recalls. ‘They were
suffering the equivalent of what we
have now, so that stood me in good
stead for a tougher economic position
when I was back here.’
As Atkins has grown, it has built
out its global footprint, which has
added another layer of complexity to
project reporting, given the need to
achieve a consistent approach in a
global business.
‘We’ve gone from being primarily
a UK-based business where, although
we did projects overseas, it was on a
sort of “project-export” touring-type
basis,’ he says. ‘Now we are set up as

▌▌▌‘I’VE A BETTER FEEL FOR WHAT REALLY GOES
ON IN A PROJECT – I’VE BEEN DOWN TUNNELS
AND PLACES WHERE FEW ACCOUNTANTS GO’
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a local business facing local clients
but drawing resources from across the
globe, so we need to have systems that
are capable of reporting on project
profitability and revenue recognition in
a consistent way.’
The Atkins model is increasingly
to use technology to move the work
to the people rather than constantly
uprooting staff. However, this brings
with it more challenges for the finance
department, with the need to deal
with cross-border tax issues. With new
revenue recognition standards on the
way in 2015, Cole says he is glad to
work with fellow professionals who can
appreciate the complexity of finance –
although this can have drawbacks.
‘One of the challenges at Atkins is
that it’s rammed full of very intelligent,
educated people who are more than
happy to wade through an accounting
standard and have a technical debate
about it,’ he says. ‘It’s a double-edged
sword, because on the one hand they
are capable of understanding these
issues and are very numerate, but on
the other it can mean you debate these
things when you need to keep their
focus on projects.’
Atkins maintains a strong financial
grip on projects from early qualification
and tender to award, with regular
reviews by independent directors.
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For example, Cole conducts the
independent commercial reviews for
Atkins’ part in nuclear fusion project
ITER. With a €15bn experimental
reactor funded by seven countries and
a further 35 involved, ITER is a good
example of the scale and complexity of
some Atkins projects.
‘You’ve got to embed those
commercial disciplines into technical
experts whose primary goal might
be the technical delivery and not
necessarily the financials,’ says Cole.
‘It’s a creative tension, but at the end
of the day we are a listed company so
the staff understand it.’
Cole says those tensions were
perhaps more to the fore as Atkins
transitioned from a family company to
a plc, but that the company’s strong
financial discipline carried it through.
‘It’s in our nature. There’s always
been a prudent approach to project
valuation and revenue recognition that
has stood us in good stead and still
exists today. Other companies are
more aggressive in terms of revenue
recognition and that has come back to
bite them.’
Because part of the ethos of
the group has always been strong
financials, Atkins has always leant
heavily on the finance function and the
commercial support it can give.
‘We have a shared services centre
that does a great transactional job,
but the financial people are with the
business,’ says Cole.
It’s a decentralised approach but
based on consistent processes. ‘We
have strong ties across the financial
community because of the rotations
we do,’ he says. ‘I’ve worked in twothirds of the group and been divisional
FD of about half of it.’
However, when Cole started his
career at Atkins – studying for the
ACCA Qualification from Foundation
level while working in group finance –
there was no formal programme.
‘I had to wangle study leave and
negotiate secondments to other bits
of the business,’ he says. ‘It gave
me a perspective on how difficult it
is to study and prepare for a career
at the same time. As I went through
my career I was able to influence
things, so we set up the graduate
programme and the training scheme
for accountants with ACCA and
other bodies.’

Ultimately Cole believes that the
main attraction for him is the work in
interesting locations that Atkins does,
and the opportunity that gives to build
a rounded career. He has navigated
between the group technical role and
commercial financial divisional roles.
It has helped him keep a balance and
given him perspective, he says.
‘When I’m in “group”, I can see
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the challenges and frustrations from
the business end and that allows
me to carry on doing things like the
commercial review. I have a better feel
for what really goes on in a project than
if I have a career just in group finance
– I’ve been down tunnels and places
where few accountants go.’ ■
Mick James, journalist
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TAX SENSITIVITY

ONE OF THE FOUR BIG BARRIERS TO GROWTH

According to PwC
research, the majority
of CEOs surveyed
globally say government
tax regimes play a part
in where they choose to
operate their business.

-7 -20

Government response to
fiscal deficit/debt burden

-5 -23

34

KEY

38

40

Not at all concerned

31

Somewhat concerned
Slow or negative growth in
developed economies

-8 -21

Increasing tax burden

-7 -22

47
38

DISTRESSED BY DISTRUST?

74%

Africa

Asia
Pacific

51%

North
America

TAX REALLY MATTERS

A typical multinational will
pay more than just direct
tax on its profits. Below are
the percentages of CEOs
agreeing that tax policy and
competitiveness of local tax
regimes are a key factor.

88%

53%

74%

53%

Extremely concerned

44%

Latin
America

40%

Western
Europe

Brazil

40%

44%

Concerned
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Taxes paid by companies has become a headline issue as certain
stakeholders continue to ask whether multinationals are paying their ‘fair
share’ of tax. How concerned are CEOs about the lack of trust in business?

51%

24

78%
75%
China 72%
India 68%
Africa 65%
North America 60%
Western Europe 53%

Important to be
seen to be paying
‘fair share’ of tax

TAX AND LOCATION

75%

Tax policy plays a
part in location

Over-regulation

Mexico

63%

Some 70% of respondents named tax as a primary concern. The burden includes tax
regime uncertainty and the resources to achieve compliance as well as the actual tax rate.

Latin America

34

TOWARDS A BETTER SYSTEM

CEOs agree that the need for tax reform is pressing. Below are the top three areas that
CEOs say should be government priorities in the country in which they are based

THE SURVEY

Ensuring financial sector stability and access to capital

53%

Creating a more internationally competitive and efficient tax system

50%

Improving the country’s infrastructure

50%

PwC’s 17th annual global CEO survey, Tax strategy and corporate reputation: Building trust and growth,
is based on responses from 1,344 CEO interviews conducted in 68 countries. Read the full survey at
http://tinyurl.com/oj8lsxu
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Getting a country ready to host a World Cup demands a great deal more than just getting
the stadiums built. Here’s how PwC has helped Brazil prepare for the biggest show on earth

GAME ON!
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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◄ KICKING UP A FUSS

Protests in Brazil have focused on the
contrast between World Cup largesse
and inadequate public services

S

taging a global sporting extravaganza can cover
a nation in glory – or in shame. Whether it’s the
Olympics or the football World Cup, the attention
of the world is drawn to the host’s infrastructure,
politics and organisational prowess. US presidential
nominee Mitt Romney publicly questioned Britain’s
readiness to host the Olympics in 2012 and Russia
attracted a barrage of criticism over its preparations for
the 2014 Sochi winter games.
Given the intensity of the scrutiny, small wonder that
many nations seek outside help to ensure they are ready for
the glare of publicity. In the case of Brazil, it has made PwC
its main outside adviser for the 2014 FIFA World Cup, which
kicks off this month. Soon after Brazil won the race to host
the event in 2007, PwC was selected to evaluate how best to
prepare the country’s infrastructure for the influx of tens of
thousands of visitors. The firm was hired again in October
2013 to assist with the final preparations.
‘Mega events like the World Cup are not just about
building stadiums,’ says Mauricio Girardello, a partner at
PwC until 2012, who helped spearhead Brazil’s preparations
and who now works at consultancy TBA Advisors in São
Paulo. ‘The World Cup places unusual strains on a nation’s
airports, transport links, hotels and security. Getting
everything up to scratch takes years and many billions of
dollars of investment.’
The Brazilian government was attracted by PwC’s
considerable experience in stewarding such projects.
Girardello had already done similar work for the World Cups
in South Africa in 2010 and Germany in 2006. He even
subsequently wrote a book on the run-up to the 2010 event.

Potential for catastrophe
The first lesson from studying such events, Girardello
argues, is that plenty can go wrong. The 1972 Munich
Olympics, for example, is largely remembered for a terrorist
attack that ended in the massacre of 11 Israeli athletes and
coaches and a German police officer. Tragedies on that scale
have been rare, but glitches such as the electrical storm that
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cut off TV coverage of the 2008
UEFA European Championship
semi-final match in Switzerland
between Germany and Turkey for
about 10 minutes can also dent
a reputation for organisational
competence. Such technical
problems can be avoided, Girardello
says, by using backup systems.
Richard Dubois, a current
partner at PwC in Sao Paulo,
explains that the firm was involved at the very beginning to
help Brazil identify and head off such mishaps. For a start,
Brazil had to choose 12 cities out of 18 contenders where
matches would be played. ‘We helped several cities submit
their plans to the government and to Fifa,’ he explains. ‘We
interviewed all the relevant branches of the state and city
government regarding the plans they had for the event and
their capabilities.’ All but one of PwC’s recommendations
were selected, including Cuiabá, Salvador and Natal.
Once the selection process was completed, PwC
started work on a more comprehensive project of national
preparedness. ‘We checked out the infrastructure these
towns had in place against the plans they had proposed and
produced an implementation guide.’
This exhaustive process exposed several potential
worries. One was the limits of Brazil’s airports. ‘From our
experience in South Africa and Germany we estimated
that around 20,000 fans would try to fly to the next event
within hours of one game ending,’ says Dubois. ‘Yet most
of the terminals at regional airports only had the capacity
to process about 1,200 passengers every hour. That was a
recipe for huge delays and massive lines.’
PwC put forward a plan for increasing capacity at
terminals and boosting the number of flights. Such
upgrades alone were expected to cost R$8bn (US$3.6bn).
The scale of the problem is illustrated by the World
Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report, which
ranks Brazil’s airport infrastructure 134th out of 144
nations in terms of quality.
The second major concern was a shortage of hotel
rooms. ‘We are not just talking about tens of thousands of
ticket holders but also often their partners and families,’
explains Dubois. ‘That is no problem at all for cities like São
Paulo, but it is for smaller towns.’ In addition, Brazil needed
to convince private investors that extra hotel capacity could
be kept full even after the event had ended.
The PwC team also sought to identify gaps in urban
transport infrastructure. ‘Enabling visitors to move around as
easily as possible within cities was another priority,’ Dubois
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► FULECO’S FUNERAL

Fuleco, Brazil’s armadillo mascot for the 2014 World Cup, is
given an early exit in a popular demonstration against public
service funding suffering from the showpiece tournament
says. This was where the bulk of federal government spending
was meant to go – around R$10bn, he adds. ‘About 100
different projects – including efforts to extend subways and
build light train lines in cities,’ says Dubois. ‘These projects
are likely to be the event’s most important legacy, since they
will enhance the lives of Brazil’s citizens long into the future.’
PwC evaluated the electricity infrastructure and
broadcast centres, along with the ability of hospitals to cope
with a rising volume of patients. ‘It is just like a wedding,’
says Girardello. ‘Technically all you need is the priest to get
the job done, but you also need to think about other aspects
of the event, like the church, the venue and the cake.’
Finally, there were the stadiums themselves. The
logistical challenges of building/upgrading 12 stadiums
for the event have been imposing. So far this aspect of the
preparations has proved among the most troublesome. Back
in 2010 the estimated cost for stadiums was R$5.3bn; it
is now expected to cost around R$8bn. The 71,000-seater
Estádio Nacional alone in Brasília cost R$1.4bn and is being
financed by the government. It is not clear what use it will be
in the future, since the city has no major football team.

Popular anger
Worries over spiralling costs have created additional
planning problems for Brazil. Ever since June 2013 there
have been sporadic street protests about the poor quality
of Brazil’s public services while government funds are
‘wasted’ on stadiums. Recent polls now show that just 48%
of Brazilians favour hosting the event – a remarkably low
number for a football-crazy nation that has won the World
Cup a record five times.
Dubois says this upsurge of protests has intensified
safety problems. ‘One of the new challenges we are facing
now is on security,’ he says. There is a possibility that
arenas will be blocked by demonstrations. Rio state alone
has already trained 833 security officers to help ensure
the event goes smoothly, and prepared plans for everything
from terrorist attacks to demonstrations. More than 4,500
officers are expected to be trained before the event.
‘We helped give Brazil a very solid plan for this event,’
says Girardello. ‘But the implementation has been very
poor.’ The bulk of the preparations for the World Cup has
been attempted without PwC’s assistance, with the firm only
being hired again in October 2013. PwC is now working hard
to finalise preparations. ‘Now much of our work is on the
operational plan,’ says Dubois. ‘This involves issues such
as how the public transport networks are set up to take
passengers to the airport or the security details.’
Unfortunately, many of the transport projects expected
to benefit the Brazilian people did not materialise. ‘Lots

of really good developments have been abandoned,’ says
João Castro Neves, a Brazil expert at consultancy Eurasia
in Washington. ‘In some cases, excessive red tape got in the
way. It simply took too long to get permits and agree on who
was going to do the building.’
The Brazilian government also failed to attract as
much private and foreign investment as expected. ‘The
terms they offered to outsiders were not always attractive
enough and they left everything too late,’ Castro Neves
argues. ‘For example, five large airports were only
nationalised over the past two years – far too late to help
with this World Cup.’ As a result the government and its
BNDES development bank have ended up footing more of
the bill than expected.
That is bad enough, but the Brazilian public may be
unforgiving when it comes to any glitches in the actual
running of the event. ‘At the moment the president, Dilma
Rousseff, is still the favourite to win re-election in October,’
Castro Neves says. ‘But big mishaps in the World Cup, along
with a revival of protests, could certainly change that.’
Although PwC was heavily involved in assessing the
infrastructure needs for the event, it was not given the
job of following through on its recommendations. The
government’s decision not to seek significant outside help
in implementing its World Cup plans until relatively recently
may be one that it comes to regret. ■
Christopher Alkan, journalist based in New York
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

2014 FIFA World Cup: www.fifa.com/worldcup
State of the Brazilian economy – ‘Great expectations’:
www.accaglobal.com/ab80
PwC Brazil: www.pwc.com.br
WEF rankings: http://tinyurl.com/WEF12-13
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REVENUES SWELL
FOR WORLD CUP

Ahead of the FIFA World Cup in Brazil we take a look at the financial growth of the
tournament and the key revenue drivers of the world’s most watched sporting event

W

hile all eyes were fixed on Spain captain Iker
This is probably why FIFA does not describe the surplus
Casillas as he lifted the World Cup trophy
from World Cup events as profit, but as a ‘result’ to be
in Johannesburg in 2010, little thought was
added to reserves in order to insulate the organisation from
given as to the tournament’s profitability – yet
any unexpected events that may arise.
it would later be confirmed as the
FIFA accounts since the 2010
most lucrative in FIFA’s history.
tournament have revealed that total
This came as a surprise to
revenues for the World Cup over a
many. From the outset it was seen
four-year cycle from 2007 to 2010
by many observers as a massive
had increased to $4.2bn – a rise
gamble to take the World Cup to
of more than 50% on the previous
Africa for the first time.
four-year cycle. The resulting
Ahead of the tournament,
healthy surplus of $631m allowed
many experts predicted that world
FIFA to increase its cash reserves
football governing body FIFA –
to a record level of $1.3bn.
which owns the rights to the World
Franco Carraro, FIFA’s chairman
Cup – would make a loss on it,
of the internal audit committee,
in contrast to the large profits
says: ‘While equity of over a billion
generated in Germany in 2006.
dollars seems high, it is necessary
But it turned out that the offas the financial risks exceed it
field results were just as healthy as
many times over.’
those of Spain on the field.
The World Cup has allowed
FIFA president Sepp Blatter
FIFA to build up its reserves
had faced strong opposition to
bn
since 2001, when it nearly went
handing the event to South Africa.
2010 – South Africa
bankrupt following the collapse of
He understandably reacted to
a television partner – the reserve
the release of the figures, saying:
bn
pool was $76m in 2003. However,
‘I am the happiest man. It is a
2014 – Brazil
these reserves are not expected
huge, huge financial success. I’m
to grow much higher than current
a happy president because such
bn+
levels over the next few years,
financial results come at the end
2018 – Russia (predicts Russian prime
according to officials.
of a four-year period when people
minister Dmitry Medvedev)
The pool is needed to protect
said I was going against the world.’
FIFA from a financial shock such as
FIFA can be classified as a
bn
the cancellation of a tournament.
non-profit organisation, based in
2022 – Qatar (Merrill Lynch estimate).
Almost all contracts with
Switzerland, but one with a highly
commercial partners are related
commercial outlook. One indicator
to the event, so FIFA has to have
of this is that it has its own range of
insurance. However, since 9/11, it has
FIFA-branded merchandise. The organisation’s status allows
been practically impossible to fully cover the risk; its current
it to enjoy a tax-free lifestyle, though this also obliges it to
$650m policy covers only the cost of postponing and/or
spend its ‘profits’ on fulfilling its football objectives.
relocating the 2014 World Cup tournament in the event of

HOSTING COSTS
$12
$13.3
$20
$65
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◄ GLADIATOR SPIRIT

Ajax Cape Town’s mascot, ‘The Urban
Warrior’, parades ahead of a match at
the Cape Town Stadium, South Africa,
in 2011. Ajax Cape Town signed a
three-year deal with the city to make
the stadium, which had been used
for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, its
official new home ground

natural disaster, war or act of terrorism. The tournament’s
cancellation would not be fully covered by the insurance and
the difference would have to be made up from FIFA’s own
reserves, so the caution is very understandable.
After all, the World Cup provides FIFA with the vast
majority of its revenue and profits. The last World Cup
generated 87% of FIFA’s turnover in the 2007–2010 cycle.

Broadcasting billions
FIFA’s biggest revenue stream is the sale of TV rights, which
hit $2.4bn for the 2010 World Cup. In the US the Walt
Disney Company (which owns ABC and ESPN) and Univision
paid a combined $425m for exclusive broadcasting rights
for the 2010 and 2014 tournaments – three times the
combined bids from the previous round of bids.
In turn, TV companies continue to be attracted despite
the massive and increasing outlays. According to official
FIFA figures, the cumulative TV audience for the World
Cup in South Africa was 26 billion viewers, making the
tournament the world’s most watched sporting event ever.
Moreover, these figures are expected to continue to rise
as more viewers emerge in developing nations that have
improved access to TVs.
Austin Houlihan, a senior consultant in the Sports
Business Group at Deloitte, adds: ‘We see no signs that the

premium sports-rights value bubble is about to burst; rights
fees for live content to premium properties will continue to
grow. Premium live sport delivers large audiences, typically
characterised by an attractive demographic profile. It drives
subscriptions and generates advertising for broadcasters,
particularly in an increasingly altered media landscape.
In some cases, premium sports broadcast-rights fees
have been insulated from wider economic pressures by
multi-year contracts.
‘Television and premium sports are well matched for
each other: at the highest level, sport is great unscripted live
drama for television. Constant advances in technology are
also leading to ever more sophisticated, compelling ways in
which sports can be portrayed.’
FIFA also raised $1.1bn in marketing revenue and
sponsorship rights from the 2010 World Cup – the second
largest source of revenues.

The profits of exclusivity
This figure has continued to grow following the 2002 World
Cup, when FIFA decided to explore the possibility of offering
fewer, more exclusive sponsorship opportunities in the
hopes of maximising potential revenue by offering a broader
package of rights and a less cluttered environment to a
small group of partners.

»
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◄ BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE
Journalists visit the construction site of
the Beira Rio Stadium in Porto Alegre,
Brazil, in December 2013

$10m and $25m a year over the
same period, but their rights are
limited to the World Cup. The lowest
tier, national supporters, pay around
$4.5m to $7m a year, with rights
only in the host country.
The director of a company that
sponsored a national football team
at the 2010 World Cup reveals a
fascinating snapshot into the selling
power of the World Cup. He says:
‘We sold as many units during the
four weeks of the 2010 World Cup
Some of the benefits experienced by
groups of stakeholders get to
as we did in whole of the rest of the
host countries of FIFA competitions
contribute to and support the bid,
year – that is the effect the World
include:
together with new skills and training
Cup can have.’
a catalyst for new and improved
for those delivering the event
Eelco van der Noll, head of
facilities to support the game’s
enhanced partnerships and
global sports and entertainment
development at all levels
greater commercial activity and
for Anheuser-Busch InBev, will
more higher-quality football
investment from new sponsors,
be in charge of the Budweiser
development programmes for the
media, broadcasters and large
and Brahma brands during the
elite game, talent identification
corporations
World Cup. He readily admits
and the grassroots
help in breaking down social
the World Cup is the biggest
better cooperation and goodwill
barriers to participation and high
platform imaginable.
between the various stakeholders
performance by both women and
He adds: ‘The challenge for
– the member association,
young people
every sponsor in Brazil is how to
the government and other bid
using successful players as role
use the World Cup to amplify their
stakeholders such as the bid host
models to encourage young and
brand. Off the pitch, we want to
cities, commercial partners, the
emerging players and to promote
be the most recognisable, active,
media and the community at large
health and other social benefits.
meaningful sponsor for everyone
increased civic pride and
who is the legal drinking age
community empowerment as
Source: FIFA
and above. We want to enhance
the experience of the consumers
FIFA began to classify marketing partners into three
beyond the viewing of the games. The World Cup is a huge
categories (partner, sponsor and national supporter), a
opportunity for any sponsor.’
move that has substantially boosted the World Cup pot –
FIFA’s financial report for 2013 reveal how this year’s
revenues have almost doubled since the change.
tournament is likely to perform. The largest source of
The World Cup generated $584m in sponsorship and
income in 2013 was ‘event-related’ revenues, reported at
marketing revenue during the 1999-2002 period, according
just over $1.2bn, or 88% of total income. Some $630m of
to IEG Sponsorship Report, a respected authority on sports
that came from the sale of TV rights, which were almost
sponsorship.
entirely for the 2014 FIFA World Cup ($601m).
Partners effectively own international rights to a broad
The second-biggest event-related revenue figure, $413m,
range of FIFA activities as well as exclusive marketing
came from marketing rights – again predominantly for the
assets. The six partners for the 2014 World Cup are Adidas
2014 event ($404m). Other operating income was $83m, or
(responsible for the official tournament ball, called the
6% of total revenue, mainly from brand licensing ($58m).
Brazuca), Coca-Cola, Emirates, Hyundai/KIA Motors, Sony
Whichever nation lifts the World Cup trophy in July,
and Visa, paying an annual fee between around $24m and
the event itself – and, by definition, FIFA – is likely to be
$44m for the privilege.
confirmed as the big winner off the pitch. ■
The eight sponsors, including the likes of McDonald’s,
Castrol, Johnson & Johnson and Budweiser, pay between
Alex Miller, journalist

BENEFITS OF HOSTING A WORLD CUP

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
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PUTTING YOUR BEST
FOOT FORWARD
What lessons can board directors learn from the
high-stakes world of football management?

T

he Brazilian World Cup winners of 1970, the
Liverpool teams that won the European Cup in the
1970s and 80s, and the all-conquering Barcelona
sides of recent years are among the greatest ever
teams to have graced the game of football.
They played with style, were ruthless in achieving
fantastic results and exceptionally efficient in their
approach to the game. All three sides were also
blessed with fantastic management – but what are the
ingredients that help make such brilliance and what
lessons can we take from these great teams into the
boardroom?
It seems obvious to say, but these world-beating teams
possessed world-beating players, such as Pelé, Kenny
Dalglish or Lionel Messi; an average team is only likely
to produce average results. Likewise, the best business
plan in the world can’t execute itself. It needs a talented
team of motivated people with the right skills and great
leadership to carry it out.
What also makes a winning team is the right player
in the right position, with the right focus, assisted and
mentored by a talented manager who knows how to get
the best out of their team.
A book called From Pitch to Boardroom, written by
Stuart Blyth in conjunction with football coach Christian
Damiano, explores the similarities between football
and corporate management.
In the book, Blyth says: ‘Dream teams are created;
they do not just happen. The dream team is, in today’s
increasingly competitive and globally connected world,
becoming a must-have for the success of any organisation.
These days, having a good team isn’t enough to be
successful – ‘settling’ is not good enough for winning
organisations and it certainly isn’t good enough for teams in
the sporting arena.’
Damiano adds: ‘When working on the strategy of the
team it is important for each player to understand the
task they are required to perform. To ensure the player
understands what the requirement is, we practise their role
daily on the training pitch.’

◄ PITCH PERFECT

Even top-flight strikers like
Lionel Messi of FC Barcelona
must be team players

»
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Team-building
Creating a functional, cohesive team is one of the few
competitive advantages available to any organisation looking
for a powerful point of differentiation. A leader’s job includes
building an environment where the most talented people in
the industry want to work and then doing whatever they can
to clear the path for their achievement.
Blyth adds: ‘Functional teams get more accomplished in
less time than other teams because they avoid wasting time
on the wrong issues and revisiting the same topics again
and again. They also make higher-quality decisions and stick
to those decisions by eliminating politics and confusion
among themselves and the people they lead.
‘Functional teams also tend to keep their best employees
longer because “A” players rarely leave organisations that
they feel they are a part of, or where they are being led as
part of a cohesive team. However, this functional team does
have to be successful, because all “A” players will want to be
part of success,’ cautions Blyth.
Intuition is an area where businesses can learn from
football. Often it seems that top footballers play using
instinct and gut feeling, allowing them to make the right
decisions and to anticipate what is about to happen before it
actually does. This is a skill that the boardroom may be best
advised to encourage.
Communication is also a critical area. The cry of
‘man on’ or ‘clear the ball’ is a piece of immediate and

MANAGER MAXIMS
Former Manchester United manager Sir Alex
Ferguson is to take up a teaching position on Harvard
Business School’s executive education programme,
‘The Business of Entertainment, Media and Sports’.
Here are some extracts of his management secrets,
published in Harvard Business Review:
‘You have to achieve a position of comprehensive
control. Players must recognise that as the
manager you have the status to control events ...
Your personality has to be bigger than theirs.’
‘There are occasions when you have to ask yourself
whether certain players are affecting the dressingroom atmosphere, the performance of the team
and your control of the players and staff. If they
are, you have to cut the cord ... The long-term view
of the club is more important than any individual.’
‘Everything we did was about maintaining the
standards we had set... For example, we never
allowed a bad training session. What you see in
training manifests itself on the game field ... It
was about intensity, concentration, speed and a
high level of performance.’
‘I don’t think many people fully understand the
value of observing, but I came to see observation
as a critical part of my management skills. The
ability to see things is key or, more specifically, the
ability to see things you don’t expect to see.’

*
*

*

*

Source: Harvard Business Review, October 2013

effective communication within a match. The necessity to
communicate in this fashion gives the player immediate
feedback on what they should be doing within the current
team task and if they were to fail to take those instructions
then their team could lose a goal or match. Thus the player
who is given the instruction does not feel that they are being
picked on; they are simply receiving immediate and effective
information in order that they may perform their task.
It is no secret that communication between team members,
between team members and managers, and between team
members and third parties is an essential element of any
high-performing team. If we cannot communicate to our
team members why we have chosen a particular team for a
particular task, then we will not be able to transform our team.

The long game

▲ WORLD CLASS

Pelé holds aloft the FIFA World Cup trophy
in 1970. Even Brazil’s dream team of that
year did not just happen – it was created
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Consultant Mike Carson, author of The Manager, a book
sponsored by football rich-list authors Deloitte, references
leadership lessons taught by top football managers, including
Chelsea manager José Mourinho. Carson draws parallels
between the best CEOs and football managers in how they
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▲ UNDER PRESSURE

Brazilian coach Luiz Felipe Scolari spoke at a recent conference in
Lisbon, Portugal, about expectations for the 2014 FIFA World Cup

strive to introduce long-term structures and values to foster
a culture of success. He says: ‘Football management is not
unlike being a senior executive where you have to balance the
needs of multiple parties: investors, shareholders, committees,
customers, clients, consumers and stakeholders in general.’
Richard Bevan is chief executive of the League Managers
Association (LMA), a body that represents football
managers in England. He also believes stability is essential
to encourage leadership in and out of sports. Bevan tells
Accounting and Business: ‘Scrutiny and a thirst for results
create a challenging working environment. Football – and
the corporate world – needs to embrace knowledge and
experience. Better leadership and communication at the
top will build the framework for the future and the next
generation of managers.
‘Expectations and a desire for success continue to rise
and, together with the need for good results, it all adds to
the pressures on all personnel in a club. The market in which
a manager operates is an increasingly global one, making it
a more complex operating environment. As budgets continue
to tighten at clubs in light of the financial climate and
provisions of financial fair play begin to bite, the manager
has to broaden his creative skills and abilities,’ says Bevan.
‘The financial impact of league position or of losing
league status also requires managers to focus on the short
term rather than installing structures for developing the club
long term,’ he says. ‘Sadly there is no perfect system to
deliver success. There needs to be a combination of many
factors all working together in one direction, with stability
and a framework which encourages continuity.’
Former Tottenham, Celtic and Cagliari defender,
Ramon Vega founded his own asset management firm,

Vega Swiss Asset Management, in 2009 after retiring
as a player. His organisation looks after US$1bn of
clients’ funds under advisory management, making him
well placed to offer his thoughts. ‘There are similarities
between the two [football and business] as you always have
pressure to perform,’ he says. ‘On the football side this is
something that you can really bring over into the business
world, as you are trained from a very young age to cope
with major pressure.’
Vega also highlights the ability to deal with people on an
individual level as the major similarity between leadership
roles in the two fields. He believes those in business can
glean much from football if they were to analyse the
methods and behaviour of leading coaches.
‘People skills in any form of management are about 80% to
90% the most important part of the job,’ he adds. ‘Of course,
you also have to have knowledge and know-how of a specific
industry as well, but if you have these skills and effective
communication, then people will do the job for you very well.
‘If managers take the time to think about it and see the
positions of people, then they can only learn a lot from the
sports world.’ ■
Alex Miller, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Deloitte Football Money League 2014: http://tinyurl.
com/deloitte-league
From Pitch to Boardroom by Stuart Blyth and Christian
Damiano is available at www.frompitchtoboardroom.com
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Career boost
We all want to present our best face, but how do we stop our ‘dark side’ from appearing?
Talent doctor Rob Yeung advises. Plus tips on how to cope with World Cup mania

TALENT DOCTOR:
SELF-AWARENESS
Do you ever pretend to be something that you’re not?
Most likely the answer is yes – and probably without
even realising it.
US comedian Chris Rock once joked on a TV show:
‘Relationships: easy to get into, hard to maintain. Why are
they so hard to maintain? Because it’s hard to keep up
the lie! Because you can’t get nobody being you. You got
to lie to get somebody. You can’t get nobody looking like
you look, acting like you act, sounding like you sound.
When you meet somebody for the first time, you’re not
meeting them. You’re meeting their representative!’
The same could be said about the roles we adopt in
the workplace. To get hired, we all put forward our best
aspects. And we maintain those behaviours in the job,
too, for as long as we can. But that outward show – what
psychologists call the ‘bright side’ of our personalities –
doesn’t always last.
When things are going well and we feel in control, we
can mostly present to the world the way we want to be
perceived – our bright side. Perhaps we try to be more
assertive than we sometimes feel. Maybe we try to be
less talkative, a better listener.
But we all have a so-called ‘dark side’, too. It slips out
when we let our guard down – when we’re under pressure,
tired, or bored and complacent. How do you behave then?
Do you become irritable or pushy? Perhaps you
withdraw and become less communicative. Or something
else entirely – more of a risk taker, perhaps?
Too many people are unaware of their dark side. They
hope that their moods either don’t matter or don’t get
noticed. But they do matter. Colleagues may not say
anything to you about them, but they know. And they
treat you differently because of them.
The key to managing your dark side is to become
aware of it. Understand what your less desirable
behaviours are and when they emerge. Then figure out
what to do about them.
Begin by developing your self-awareness. Reflect.
Spend a few minutes at the end of each day thinking
about your behaviour. What was your impact on
colleagues, clients and others? Over the course of weeks
and months, look at patterns in how you behave.
Ask for feedback, too. Invite colleagues to tell you
how you really are, no matter how bruising it may
feel. Banishing illusions and delusions about yourself
and becoming genuinely aware of your impact is an
important first step to becoming more effective – whether
you’re a trainee or the chief executive.

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Finally, think about ways to prevent your dark
side from surfacing. For example, if you identify that
long hours and tiredness are a trigger, prioritise breaks
into your day. If you get aggressive when you feel
disrespected, look for ways to defuse such situations.
The point is to either look for ways of preventing such
situations from occurring or find ways of recovering as
quickly as you can afterwards.
Accept that you have a dark side. Only when you know
about it can you deal with it.
Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership
consulting firm Talentspace and author of more
than 20 career and management books including
How To Win: The Argument, the Pitch, the Job, the
Race. He also appears as a business commentator
on BBC, CNBC and CNN news.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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THE PERFECT:
OFFICE WORLD CUP
Regardless of how you feel about football, in
June and July it will be very hard to ignore.
The FIFA World Cup, this year in Brazil, the
sport’s spiritual home, promises to be a real
spectacle, even if samba eclipses football.
With people glued to television screens,
news headlines, mobile notifications and
online streams, this will be a headache for
employees and employers alike as, depending
on your time zone, your team could be
playing bang in the middle of a work day or
in the early hours of the morning. Tired, late,
distracted and absent staff and frustrated
bosses are de rigeur during a World Cup
tournament.
So how best to combine staff participation
and output? It could be that acceptance and
integration will win over denial. Bring the
tournament into the workplace: provide inoffice screens for big games; introduce flexible
working to suit fans, as unions in Germany are
pushing for; set up an office sweepstake; and
extend hours as needed. By being flexible, you
may even enhance productivity. It’ll certainly
be fun. Besides it’s only every four years.

THE BIG BREAK: PAURAV THAKKER FCCA
Paurav Thakker is owner of PAT &
Associates chartered accountants in
India, which would be enough to keep
anyone busy. But besides working
full-time as an accountant, he’s also a
founder of Yates Education in Gujarat.
‘Teaching provides a platform from
which to immerse myself even deeper
into accountancy,’ Thakker says. ‘Nothing
compares to teaching students in what
you love, as well as knowing that your
students are new buds that will benefit

WANT TO BE A CEO?

Well, you’re already in a
good position. A typical
FTSE 100 CEO has a
finance background and
holds an MBA or PhD,
according to research by
Robert Half. So far so good,
but a closer look reveals the
norm is also a male over 50
and the profile is unchanged
on last year.

There’s also an annual
increase in Oxbridge
graduates running UK plcs,
while only four women are
FTSE 100 CEOs. It does
little for efforts to shake off
the ‘old boy brigade’ image.
It’s not just the UK,
though. In a survey of the
world’s largest companies,
Strategy& found that women
CEOs are more likely to

throughout their lives by flourishing in
this evergreen profession.
‘To get to where I am now took great
effort and dedication, not only on my
part but from my family, friends and
tutors, for which I will always be grateful.
‘Gaining the right experience in
chartered accountancy firms in India
and also at a large ACCA practice based
in London has developed and guided
me in becoming a more complete
chartered accountant.’

lose their jobs than male
counterparts and men are
more likely to be promoted
internally, with 35% of
female CEOs hired externally
compared with 22% of men.

SAVE IT!

The worst excuses for being
late to an interview, according
to Corporate Recruiters, are:
needing the toilet; being

fashionably late; ‘My brother
took my laptop’; stuck in
traffic; and ‘It’s not you, it’s
me.’ (Don’t we save that for
special occasions?) ■
This page is compiled and
edited by Neil Johnson
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accacareers.com
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International management CPD

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

Starting a new series, Dr Tony Grundy discusses the factors
affecting business across borders and how to manage them
Welcome to this sixth series
of articles, which deals
with international and
corporate management. So
far these mini MBA series
have covered competitive
strategy, financial strategy,
management theories,
marketing, and organisation
and people; we now turn to
international management
and corporate management.
This series will cover:
what international
management is (this
article)

*

and operating in more than
one country. It requires
knowledge and skills
beyond normal business
expectations, such as
familiarity with local market
and competitive conditions,
the legal and financial
environment, the capability
to do multicurrency
transactions and managing
across borders.
This definition stresses
the need for a much more
advanced set of skills than
managing within national

What does this mean?
International management
can mean a number
of things: exporting
sporadically to other
countries; having a more
established export strategy;
having international agents,
partners, or perhaps a direct
sales force in a number
of countries; even having
supply and/or production
facilities overseas;
businesses can also make
acquisitions abroad, which
is a whole new ball game

truly global? In other
words, is there a single,
world marketplace?
In what respects is
the market more, or
less, global? It may be
possible, for example, to
have a global brand but
not global production and
sourcing operations.
Some markets will
have globally common
competitors and some
will not. Even when there
are global competitors,
they may vary hugely
in the extent to which
they can manage to coordinate any attack or
defence against you. You
will certainly find some
huge corporations locked
in global combat, such
as Coca-Cola vs Pepsi, or
Apple vs Samsung, but in
many other more globally
fragmented markets that
will not be the case.
This, in turn, invites the very
big questions of:
Are your markets global
now?
To what extent and how
is that the case?
What are the options
for dealing with these
opportunities and
threats?
How attractive are
these and what are the
implications for you in
the longer term?
If you are going to do
business internationally,
what would your strategic
objectives be?
There has been a lot of
hype here around markets
‘globalising’ but in reality,
as Yipp stresses, a market
may be very global in
one respect but not in
another. For instance,

*

*

*
*
*
developing international
* strategies
(article 2)
making effective
* acquisitions (article 3)
managing alliances
* (article
4)
divestment: breaking up
* is hard to do (article 5).

Definition
International management
is the management of
business operations in an
organisation serving markets
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borders. It demands
extensive knowledge of local
conditions and adaptability.
As with strategic
management and
management theories, one
might visualise international
management as running
across the more functional
areas like marketing, finance
and people/organisation.
So what does this all
mean? Do you need an
international strategy?

and one in which risks may
well compound.
A classic on international
management is George
Yipp’s Total Global Strategy:
Managing for Worldwide
Competitive Advantage. Yipp
emphasises that developing
an international strategy
requires the consideration
of a lot more than in more
run-of-the-mill competitive
strategy, for instance:
To what extent is a market

*

*
*
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the car market is global
in terms of distribution
and in some marketing
(although incompletely,
as domestic manufacturers
are still influential), but
production still takes
place predominantly
in the manufacturer’s
home country.
In the theory of
international management
it has always been useful
to ‘think global but act
local’, as is personified

*
*

Europe, for example,
executives will pay good
money to hear a British
academic speak. Some
people will still pay very
high prices for British
cars – that’s Rolls-Royce
and Bentley these days
(Rover is gone).
There may be economies
of scale.
Not being there might
be dangerous – if a
market transforms into
a much more global one,

random set of countries;
in truth I think some of our
staff just wanted to be in
certain countries.’ Another
client once told me: ‘It
might seem strange that we
have a presence in Mongolia
but our founder had a big
thing about Genghis Khan.’
Clearly such an emergent
approach is unlikely to work
very well for long. Indeed,
the blind urge to expand
internationally is one of the
destroyers of shareholder

▌▌▌A CLIENT ONCE TOLD ME: ‘IT MIGHT SEEM
STRANGE WE HAVE A PRESENCE IN MONGOLIA BUT OUR
FOUNDER HAD A BIG THING ABOUT GENGHIS KHAN’
in the (often funny)
HSBC adverts, which
emphasise the importance
of understanding local
customers’ culture.
Borders and cultures still
exist, but in the internet
age and the spread of a
common language – we are
lucky it is English – they are
easier and easier to cross.
This is so much so that it
is sad not to think about
what your international
marketplace is – that would
be such a good agenda for
an away-day for any board!

then purely domestic
operations may be
marginalised and become
uncompetitive.
A word of warning here is
that global expansion which
is not tested out through
robust strategic analysis
can easily destroy rather
than create economic value,
particularly if margins are
reduced to gain entry to the
market and the full burden
of costs is not allocated in
order to make the overseas
numbers look good… beware
the accountant!

Objectives

How to begin

Picking up the point on
strategic objectives above,
there might be a number
of objectives for having an
international strategy:
Global markets are vast
and some are developing
very fast. For example,
in the BRICS countries
(Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa),
demand is growing while
there is poor demand in
the West.
Some products and
services have a different
appeal as they cross
borders. In the Middle
East, Africa and Central

The development of any
international strategy often
begins with something that
is very much an ‘emergent
strategy’ (see my earlier
articles on ‘strategy’ in
Accounting and Business).
This is when the first moves
occur through opportunities
presenting themselves;
these are then exploited very
much as an experiment, with
no particularly clear plan in
mind. The difficulty comes
when this becomes the set
pattern – in the words of
one client, ‘Yes, I think we
do have activities which
seem to be in a slightly

*

*

value in companies without
a solid and sound
international strategy.
I still remember running
a workshop for a very
well-known independent
health insurance provider
some 15 or more years
ago at a most expensive
retreat in the Cotswolds.
One of the directors was
really keen on developing
the business’s international
strategy. At that point it had
no international strategy,
and we had just two days to
develop a viable model.
I asked them: ‘So by what
criteria should we evaluate
any strategic options?’
Along the lines of a
tailored version of the
strategic option grid (see my
strategy series), there were
five key criteria: the grid is
a matrix of all the strategic
options (horizontal) against
the criteria (vertical) with
scores displayed in each cell
of the matrix, and the total
score for each option.
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I argued that we
should split ‘strategic
attractiveness’ between
two criteria: market
attractiveness (growth
rate, competitive pressure,
etc) and potential
competitive advantage.
But this particular
director didn’t want to
apply the second criterion
because the business was
not actually in any of these
markets. I argued that some
markets would be more
hostile to a British brand, to
new entrants anyway, and
harder to set up competitive
operations in.
At one point it seemed
almost as though, without
at least the guiding hand
of the (then new) CEO, that
they would expand far too
randomly and too fast. I
noticed a globe in the room
so I threw myself over it and
told them: ‘I don’t care what
you can’t see but you are not
going here. You are not going
to succeed if you do more
than two countries a year!
As you can’t seem to, I am
going to choose for you:
you are only going to do two
a year!’ As a Dilbert cartoon
once observed: ‘Strategy is
often about saying no.’
And for the first five or
so years that was exactly
the business’s rate of
expansion, based on the
chosen criteria. They now
have operations in around
50 countries, carefully
cascaded out – it worked!
Next month – more
on developing strategies
internationally. ■
Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.tonygrundy.com
For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Selling change
Planning tools can be essential to secure an organisation’s future success. David
Parmenter explains how to sell their acquisition to a reluctant management team
Last month I argued that
there should be a limit of
100 rows for a spreadsheet
used within the finance
team. This article looks at
how to sell the concept of a
planning tool to the senior
management team.
Acquiring a planning tool
is a major step forward,
and one that needs to be
pursued, not only for your
organisation’s future, but
also for the future careers
of the finance team. Soon,
a career prerequisite is
likely to be planning tool
experience, and, conversely,
being a spreadsheet guru is
likely to be career-limiting.

Emotional drivers
Rarely is anything sold by
logic. Sales are made with
emotional drivers. Many
finance team initiatives fail
because the team attempts
to change the culture
through selling by logic
and issuing commands. It
does not work. The planning
tool project needs a public
relations machine behind
it. No presentation, email,
memo or paper should go
out unless it has been vetted
with the help of a PR expert.
And all your presentations
should be tailored to suit the
emotional drivers of your
different audiences.
Here are some emotional
drivers to use in selling
senior management on a
planning tool acquisition:
‘Spreadsheet solutions
for forecasting involve
many long evenings and
weekends away from
family and friends.’
‘Spreadsheet forecasts
are expensive to run.’
Provide an estimate of

*
*
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the huge costs (because
costs motivate boards).
‘Spreadsheet forecasts
are likely to be materially
wrong and could possibly
lead to legal action
by investors because
experts have already
stated publicly that
large spreadsheets, with
more than 150 rows,
are not appropriate for
forecasting.’
‘A planning tool can
improve the quality of
reporting and often
incorporates performance
measures such as
balanced scorecards.’

NEXT STEPS

Getting the green light
One important step in
selling change is to get
the people who matter,
the organisation’s sages,
behind you before you sell
to your senior management
team. These sages are the
individuals who, although
often buried deep in the
organisation, almost
everyone turns to for advice.
This can be done in a
focus group workshop. The
aim of the day is to get a
collective understanding
of the issues of the past,
present the new solution
and listen to the ‘wisdom’
from the sages.
Then in the final session
of the workshop, ask the
attendees: ‘In your opinion,
is this project to move
forecasting and planning
to a planning tool a green,
amber or red light?’
This focus group
workshop is important for
the following reasons:
Such a project can have
many pitfalls and many
have failed to deliver.

*

1 Visit some organisations in your sector that are
using planning tools and absorb their advice
2 Start a campaign pointing out the weaknesses of
using spreadsheets, using in-house war stories
3 Create a sales pitch using the advice of a PR expert
4 Hold a focus group meeting for your organisation’s
sages – if you want a template, send me an email
(parmenter@waymark.co.nz).

*

*

The focus group and
workshop can help assess
whether this project has a
chance and ascertain the
hurdles and barriers.
A wide ownership is
required throughout the
organisation, and a focus
group can have a huge
impact on achieving this
ownership.
The foundation stones of
forecasting and planning
must be understood and
put in place early on in
the project.

A ‘green light’ from the
* focus
team will sell the

*

senior management team
on the need to invest in
this process.
The focus group can
give valuable input
into an implementation
blueprint, a vital step
towards a successful
implementation. ■

David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.davidparmenter.com
www.davidparmenter.com/courses
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Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

For many years, regulators
and standard-setters have
grappled with the issue
of how entities should
best present financial
performance and not
mislead the user. Many
jurisdictions have enforced
a standard format for
performance reporting,
with no additional analysis
permitted on the face of
the income statement.
Others have allowed
entities to adopt various
methods of conveying the
nature of ‘underlying’ or
‘sustainable’ earnings.
Although financial
statements are prepared
in accordance with
applicable financial
reporting standards, users
are demanding more
information and issuers
seem willing to give users
their understanding of the
financial information. This
information varies from the
disclosure of additional key
performance indicators of
the business to providing
more information on
individual items within the
financial statements. These
additional performance
measures (APMs) can assist
users in making investment
decisions, but they do
have limitations.

Common practice
It is common practice
for entities to present
APMs, such as normalised
profit, earnings before
interest and tax (EBIT) and
earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA).
These alternative profit
figures can appear in
various communications,
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Catering to user demands
Additional performance measures can assist users in making
investment decisions but they have limitations, says Graham Holt

▌▌▌APMs APPEAR TO BE USED BY SOME ISSUERS TO
PRESENT A CONFUSING OR OPTIMISTIC PICTURE OF
THEIR PERFORMANCE BY REMOVING NEGATIVE ASPECTS
including company media
releases and analyst
briefings. Alternative profit
calculations normally
exclude particular income
and expense items from
the profit figure reported
in the financial statements.
Also, there could be the
exclusion of income
or expenses that are
considered irrelevant from
the viewpoint of the impact
on this year’s performance
or when considering the
expected impact on future
performance.
An example of the
latter has been gains or
losses from changes in
the fair value of financial
instruments. The exclusion
of interest and tax helps

to distinguish between
the results of the entity’s
operations and the impact
of financing and taxation.
These APMs can
help enhance users’
understanding of the
company’s results and
can be important in
assisting users in making
investment decisions, as
they allow them to gain a
better understanding of an
entity’s financial statements
and evaluate the entity
through the eyes of the
management. They can also
be an important instrument
for easier comparison of
entities in the same sector,
market or economic area.
However, they can be
misleading due to bias in

calculation, inconsistency
in the basis of calculation
from year to year, inaccurate
classification of items
and, as a result, a lack of
transparency. Often there is
little information provided
on how the alternative profit
figure has been calculated
or how it reconciles with
the profit reported in the
financial statements.
The APMs are also
often described in terms
which are neither defined
by issuers nor included
in professional literature
and thus cannot be easily
recognised by users.
APMs include:
all measures of financial
performance not
specifically defined by

*
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the applicable financial
reporting framework
all measures designed
to illustrate the physical
performance of the
activity of an issuer’s
business
all measures disclosed
to fulfil other disclosure
requirements included
in public documents
containing regulated
information.
An example demonstrating
the use of APMs is the
financial statements of
Telecom Italia Group for the
year ended 31 December
2011. These contained a
variety of APMs as well as
the conventional financial
performance measures
laid down by International
Financial Reporting
Standards. The non-IFRS
APMs used in the Telecom
Italia statements were:
EBITDA. Used by Telecom
Italia as the financial target
in its internal presentations
(business plans) and in its
external presentations

EBITDA and EBIT. These
measures express changes
in revenues, EBITDA and
EBIT, excluding the effects
of the change in the scope
of consolidation, exchange
differences and non-organic
components constituted
by non-recurring items and
other non-organic income
and expenses. The organic
change in revenues, EBITDA
and EBIT is also used in
presentations to analysts
and investors.
Net financial debt. Telecom
Italia saw net financial debt
as an accurate indicator
of its ability to meet its
financial obligations. It
is represented by gross
financial debt less cash and
cash equivalents and other
financial assets. The report
on operations includes two
tables showing the amounts
taken from the statement of
financial position and used
to calculate the net financial
debt of the group and parent.

(to analysts and investors).
The entity regarded
EBITDA as a useful unit of
measurement for evaluating
the operating performance
of the group and the parent.
Organic change in revenues,

Adjusted net financial
debt. A new measure
introduced by Telecom Italia
to exclude effects that are
purely accounting in nature
resulting from the fair value
measurement of derivatives

*
*
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and liabilities.
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Evaluating APMs
The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) is
undertaking an initiative to
explore how disclosures in
IFRS financial reporting can
be improved. The project has
started to look at possible
ways to address the issues
arising from the use of
APMs. This initiative is made
up of a number of projects.
It will consider such things
as adding an explanation
in IAS 1 that too much
detail can obscure useful
information and adding more
explanations, with examples,
of how IAS 1 requirements
are designed to shape
financial statements instead
of specifying precise terms
that must be used. This
includes whether subtotals
of IFRS numbers such as
EBIT and EBITDA should be
acknowledged in IAS 1.
In the UK, the Financial
Reporting Council

supports the inclusion
of APMs when users are
provided with additional
useful, relevant information.
In contrast, the Australian
Financial Reporting Council
feels that such measures

are outside the scope of
the financial statements. In
2012, the Financial Markets
Authority (FMA) in the UK
issued a guidance note
on disclosing APMs and
other types of non-GAAP
financial information, such
as underlying profits, EBIT
and EBITDA.
APMs appear to be used
by some issuers to present
a confusing or optimistic
picture of their performance
by removing negative
aspects. There seems to
be a strong demand for
guidance in this area, but
there needs to be a balance
between providing enough
flexibility, while ensuring
users have the necessary
information to judge the
usefulness of the APMs.
To this end, the European
Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) has
launched a consultation on
APMs. The aim is to improve
the transparency and
comparability of financial
information while reducing
information asymmetry
among the users of financial
statements. ESMA also
wishes to improve coherency
in APM use and presentation
and restore confidence in
the accuracy and usefulness
of financial information.
ESMA has therefore
developed draft guidelines
that address the concept
and description of
APMs, guidance for the
presentation of APMs and
consistency in using APMs.
The main requirements are:
Issuers should define
the APM used, the basis
of calculation and give
it a meaningful label
and context.

*
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APMs should be
* reconciled
to the financial
statements.
APMs that are presented
outside financial
statements should be
displayed with less
prominence.
An issuer should provide
comparatives for APMs
and the definition and
calculation of the APM
should be consistent over
time.
If an APM ceases to be
used, the issuer should
explain its removal and
the reasons for the newly
defined APM.
However, these guidelines
may not be practicable
when the cost of providing
this information outweighs
the benefit obtained or
the information provided
may not be useful to users.
Issuers will most likely
incur both implementation
costs and ongoing costs.
Most of the information
required by the guidelines is
already collected for internal

*
*

*

management purposes, but
may not be in the format
needed to satisfy the
disclosure principles.
ESMA believes that the
costs will not be significant
because APMs should
generally not change
over periods. Therefore,
ongoing costs will relate
almost exclusively to
updating information for
every reporting period.
ESMA believes that the
application of these
guidelines will improve the
understandability, relevance
and comparability of APMs.
Application of the
guidelines will enable
users to understand the
adjustments made by
management to figures
presented in the financial
statements. ESMA believes
that this information will
help users to make better-
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grounded projections
and estimates of future
cashflows and assist
in equity analysis and
valuations. The information
provided by issuers in
complying with these
guidelines will increase
the level of disclosures,
but should lead issuers to
provide more qualitative
information. The national
competent authorities will
have to implement these
guidelines as part of their
supervisory activities
and provide a framework
against which they can
require issuers to provide
information about APMs. ■
Graham Holt is director of
professional studies at the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ESMA’s consultation on APM guidelines is at
http://tinyurl.com/p3a4ro5
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Rules with wriggle room
The EU’s new accounting directive leaves plenty of scope for national picking and
choosing on audit thresholds and reporting requirements, as John Davies explains
In turning Europe’s new
far-reaching accounting
directive into law in their
own countries in the next
12 months or so, the EU’s
28 member states will
have to make a number of
significant decisions.
One of the key objectives
of the new directive, which
merges and supersedes
two directives on individual
company accounting and
group accounting, is to
enhance consistency of
practice and comparability

statutory audit requirement
for small companies
will have to implement
it by means of national
legislation. This is likely to
prove problematic in those
countries that have set
themselves against ‘gold
plating’ and committed
themselves to going no
further than the minimum
required when implementing
new EU legislation.
Associated with the
decision on whether or not
to retain the small company

introduced in 1978. The
new directive raises the
thresholds significantly,
though governments have
some new flexibility on the
matter, which is designed
to reflect the different
economic conditions
between different EU
member states.
So, from 2015,
governments can set the
turnover threshold for
small companies anywhere
between €8m and €12m,
with the new balance sheet

▌▌▌LARGE COMPANIES WITH MINING AND FORESTRY
BUSINESSES WILL HAVE TO DETAIL ALL THE MATERIAL
PAYMENTS THEY HAVE MADE TO GOVERNMENTS
of accounting information. It
has done this by addressing
the large number of options
and derogations in the
fourth and seventh directives
– but plenty of scope for
national divergence remains.
For some governments,
the biggest decision will
concern the future status
of the audit for small
companies. Under the
current fourth directive,
there is a standard
requirement for all
companies to be audited
but also an entitlement for
individual member states
to exempt those companies
that qualify as ‘small’.
Under the new directive,
audit is required only for
companies that are larger
than ‘small’, meaning that
EU law will in future contain
no obligation whatsoever on
this matter.
As a result, any member
state that wishes to retain a
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audit is the decision on how
to define the small company
for accounting purposes.
The thresholds that govern
the definition of small and
medium-sized companies
have been regularly reviewed
and raised since they were

figure having to be anywhere
between €4m and €6m;
the average number of
employees remains at 50.
As is currently the case,
a company will have to
meet two out of the three
conditions in order to qualify
as ‘small’.
Where companies meet
the new test, member
states will be able not only

to exclude them from any
audit requirement but also
to afford them significant
exemptions from disclosure
and publication rules. As
well as authorising them to
prepare abridged financial
statements – on the lines of
the current rules – national
governments can exempt
them from the standard
requirement to prepare a
directors’/management
report and require them to
file only a balance sheet for
the public record.

Micro-entities
For the very smallest
companies, member states
can now put in place an
exceptionally slimmed-down
disclosure and reporting
regime. The new ‘microentities’ regime imposes
three conditions – turnover
not exceeding €700,000,
balance sheet total not
exceeding €350,000 and no
more than 10 employees.
Qualifying companies must
satisfy at least one of these
conditions.
They will still have
to prepare accounting
information but governments
can allow them to ‘abridge’
the information even more
than in the small companies
regime. They can exempt
micro-entities from including
accruals information,
drawing up notes to their
accounts, preparing a
directors’/management
report, and putting their
accounts in the public
record (although, the last
of these exemptions must
be on condition the balance
sheet is filed with another
government authority, eg the
tax authority).
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In bringing forward
both the small company
and micro-entity reforms
the European Commission
has been motivated at
least partly by a desire
to be seen to be reducing
administrative burdens for
smaller businesses, as well
as the costs that go with
them. In deciding whether
to implement the new
options, member states can
be expected to see political
advantage in freeing up
small firms from red tape.
But in focusing on the
purported cost savings,
comparatively little
attention has been paid to
the benefits that rigorous
accounting and disclosure
practices can bring, and to
the risks posed by reduced
rigour to shareholders,
employees and creditors.
Further, the claimed cost
savings are hypothetical –
as long as companies are
required to prepare full true
and fair accounts for the tax
authorities they will have to
bear the costs associated
with doing so and any cost
savings achieved under
the company law regime
will still be incurred in
practice. Member states
would do well to consider
their policy options in
the wider context and not
just as a straightforward
cost reduction issue with
no other implications for
the health of the small
business sector.
Meanwhile the thresholds
for medium-sized companies
are also to rise, this time
to a maximum of €40m
for turnover and €20m for
the balance sheet figure.
Member states may for the
first time choose to exempt
medium-sized groups from
the requirement to produce
group accounts.
As all this suggests,
despite the EU’s original
intention to eliminate
substantially the many

derogations and exemptions
in the pre-existing directives,
the new directive contains
a good many options for
national governments.
That in itself seems likely
to result in a continuation
of divergent practices in
disclosure and reporting.
Member states now have
to consider the following
significant options:
They can require
companies other
than small to include
additional statements in
the financial statements:
this will have implications
for company auditors.
Member states are
entitled to define the
exceptional cases that
will allow companies to
disapply parts of the
directive in order for
their accounts to give the
required true and fair view
(or alternatively choose
not to define them).
They may add to the
directive’s disclosure
requirements (although
not for small companies).
They may choose to
exempt companies from
the standard ‘substance
over form’ provision.
They may permit or
require companies to
revalue fixed assets.
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Accounts deadline
One interesting – and long
overdue – reform is that
for the first time EU law
requires member states
to impose a deadline for
publishing annual accounts.
This makes great sense
if the purpose of filing
accounts on the public
record is to ensure that
third parties have access to
useful information on the
reporting company. Though
the standard deadline laid
down in the directive is a
generous 12 months, this at
least presents the prospect
of that figure being reduced
at a future stage.

At the large company
level, the element of the new
directive that has attracted
most interest and concern is
the requirement to disclose
payments to governments –
the well-publicised ‘country
by country reporting’
requirement. Companies
with mining and forestry
businesses will have to
make a new, separate
report in which they detail
all the material payments
(over €100,000) they have
made to national and
local governments within
and outside the EU. The
payments must be broken
down into categories, which
include tax payments and
licence fees.
During the negotiation
process the European
Commission was reportedly
keen to expand the scope
to cover banks and financial
institutions at least, but
decided not to take that

further for
the time being.
Once the new
accounting directive
has been turned
into national
law by the EU
member states, they
will be faced with the
prospect of dealing with
the non-financial reporting
directive, which was agreed
this spring and should be
incorporated into national
law by 2016. This will affect
larger companies only,
specifically those with over
500 employees and turnover
over €40m. The companies
affected will have to disclose
new information about their
policies and practices on
human rights and anticorruption matters, although
disclosures will be subject to
a materiality threshold.
In short, this promises to
be a very significant year for
accounting policy in Europe.
Now that the framework
has been agreed at the
EU level, the deliberations
taking place at the national
level will have important
long-term implications for
businesses large and small
and for the accountants who
work for them. ■
John Davies is head of
technical at ACCA
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘EU spins the audit wheel’, pages 30–32
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly
round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, tax and law

AUDIT
CONFIDENCE

Improving Confidence in the
Value of Audit, commissioned
by the Financial Reporting
Council, shows the large
variation between ‘high’
and ‘low’ confidence
groups. A useful read for
all stakeholders, it can be
found at http://tinyurl.
com/frc-audit

REPORTS

If you haven’t updated
reports yet or just want
to check your revised
reports, the Financial
Reporting Council has
prepared example audit
reports. Bulletin 4: Recent
Developments in Company
Law, The Listing Rules and
Auditing Standards that
affect United Kingdom
Auditor’s Reports provides
updated example reports
to illustrate the changes to
the following:
A the introduction of the
strategic report;
B the option for companies
to provide members
with a standalone
‘strategic report with
supplementary material’
in place of the company’s
full accounts and reports.
This replaces the previous
option of providing

a summary financial
statement;
C amendment of the
regulations that specify
the information to be
included in a quoted
company’s directors’
remuneration report
D changes in the
requirements of the
listing rules with
respect to directors’
remuneration disclosures;
and
E changes to ISA (UK
and Ireland) 700, The
Independent Auditor’s
Report on Financial
Statements, made in
October 2012 and June
2013, and the issuance,
in November 2013, of a
clarification statement in
respect thereof.
The effects of the changes
on the auditor’s report
are shown in Appendices
1 and 2. These illustrate
amendments to:
example 1 from Bulletin
2010/2 (Revised March
2012): Non-publicly
traded company preparing
financial statements under
the FRSSE
Example 9 from Bulletin
2010/2 (Revised March
2012): Publicly traded
premium listed group –
Auditor’s report on group
financial statements
prepared under IFRSs
as adopted by the
European Union.
You can find the guidance
at www.accaglobal.com/
advisory

*

*

RESPONSIBILITIES

The International Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB) has issued
an exposure draft (ED),

International Standard on
Auditing 720 (Revised), The
Auditor’s Responsibilities
Relating to Other Information,
which is open for comment
until 18 July. It states
that the effective date
will be ‘12–15 months
after issuance of the final
standard, but may be longer
or shorter to align with
the effective date of the
revisions arising from the
auditor reporting project’,
but that early application
will be permitted.
The IAASB has said
that following the earlier
consultations it accepts
that ‘ISA 720 (Revised)
should be as clear and
understandable as possible
regarding the auditor’s
obligations with respect to
the other information in
the context of the audit of
the financial statements’.
One of the earlier issues
concerned the ambiguity
as to the nature and extent
of work to be performed,
and changes have been
made. The end result is
that ‘IAASB concluded
that there should be a
“raising of the bar”, though
it should not go so far as
to require the auditor to
obtain assurance on the
other information’.
You can see the ED at
http://tinyurl.com/iaasbauditor

REPORTING
REVIEW PROCEDURES

The Financial Reporting
Council’s (FRC) Consultation
Paper: Revised operating
procedures for reviewing
corporate reporting is open
until 16 June and sets out

how the FRC’s Conduct
Committee will review
corporate reports. The
consultation can be found at
http://tinyurl.com/
frc-reporting

MICRO-ENTITIES

The Financial Reporting
Council has issued an
amended version of the
Financial Reporting Standard
for Smaller Entities (FRSSE)
for use by micro-entities.
It has made amendments
so that micro-entities using
the exemptions available in
law can continue to prepare
financial statements in
compliance with the FRSSE.
You can find details of the
changes at www.accaglobal.
com/advisory
When considering the
micro-entities reporting
option, businesses may wish
to consider any impact the
lesser reporting will have on
credit status.

MACRO HEDGING

The International Accounting
Standards Board has issued
a discussion paper on macro
hedging: Accounting for
Dynamic Risk Management:
a Portfolio Revaluation
Approach to Macro Hedging.
It is available for comment
until 17 October 2014. The
paper sets out a portfolio
revaluation approach
that is ‘intended to be
applicable to the dynamic
management of risks
arising from both financial
and non-financial items’,
an issue users currently
face when applying IAS
39, Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement
and IFRS 9, Financial
Instruments.

»
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UK CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE
The Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) is consulting
on changes to the UK
Corporate Governance
Code which, if they remain
unchanged, would apply
to years beginning after
1 October 2014. The FRC
proposals are that:
‘greater emphasis be
placed on ensuring that
remuneration policies
are designed with the
long-term success of
the company in mind,
and that the lead
responsibility for
doing so rests with the
remuneration committee;
companies should put in
place arrangements that
will enable them to recover
or withhold variable pay
▲ ALL CHANGE
when appropriate to do
The FRC is moving to new headquarters in
so, and should consider
the City’s London Wall
appropriate vesting
and holding periods for
deferred remuneration;
their liabilities, taking account
companies should explain
of their current position and
when publishing AGM results
principal risks, and specify the
how they intend to engage with
period covered by this statement
shareholders when a significant
and why they consider it
percentage of them have voted
appropriate; and
against any resolution;
companies should monitor their
the schedule to the Code dealing
risk management and internal
with the design of performancecontrol systems and, at least
related remuneration for executive
annually, carry out a review of
directors is updated to encourage
their effectiveness, and report on
companies to give further
that review in the annual report.’
consideration to the arrangements In its Appendix A to the consultation,
they have in place for deferred
the FRC sets out some of the
remuneration, such as vesting and
changes and insertions into the
holding periods for shares;
code. Below, the revisions are shown
companies should state in their
in italics, while changes are scored
financial statements whether
through. For example, it suggests the
they consider it appropriate to
following inclusion and amendments
adopt the going concern basis
in C: ‘Risk Management and
of accounting and identify any
Internal Control’:
material uncertainties to their
‘C.2.1 The directors should confirm in
ability to continue to do so;
the annual report that they have carried
out a robust assessment of the principal
companies should robustly assess
risks facing the company – including
their principal risks and explain
those that would threaten its business
how they are being managed
model, future performance, solvency
and mitigated;
or liquidity – describe those risks and
companies should state whether
explain how they are being managed or
they believe they will be able to
mitigated.
continue in operation and meet

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
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C.2.2 Taking account of the
company’s current position and
principal risks, the directors
should explain in the annual
report how they have assessed
the prospects of the company,
over what period they have
done so and why they consider
that period to be appropriate.
The directors should state
whether they have a reasonable
expectation that the company
will be able to continue in
operation and meet its liabilities
as they fall due over the period
of their assessment, drawing
attention to any qualifications
or assumptions as necessary.
C.2.3 1 The board should
monitor the company’s risk
management and internal
control systems and, at least
annually, conduct carry out a
review of their effectiveness
of the company’s risk
management and internal
control systems and should
report to shareholders on that
review in the annual report they have
done so. The monitoring and review
should cover all material controls,
including financial, operational and
compliance controls.’
Guidance on the provisions,
including C.2.2, which provides
explanation on the paragraph,
highlights that this ‘statement is
intended to express the directors’
view about the longer term viability
of the company over an appropriate
period of time selected by them.
The directors should also indicate in
the annual report the specific period
of time covered by their statement
and why they consider that period to
be appropriate.’ The guidance then
provides an overview of
reasonable expectation and period
covered
ability to continue in operation
and meet liabilities as they fall
due
qualifications or assumptions.
The closing date for the consultation
is 27 June. You can find details
at www.accaglobal.com/uk/en/
technical-activities/uk-tech.html

*
*
*
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IFRS 11 JOINT
ARRANGEMENTS

The International
Accounting Standards
Board has issued new
guidance on how to treat an
acquisition of an interest
in a joint operation that
constitutes a business.

PRESENTATION OF
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The International
Accounting Standards
Board has issued for
comment ED/2014/1,
Disclosure Initiative:
Proposed amendments to IAS
1 Presentation of Financial
Statements. It is open for
comment until 23 July.
The proposed
amendments intend to:
‘Clarify the materiality
requirements in IAS 1,
including an emphasis
on the potentially
detrimental effect of
overwhelming useful
information with
immaterial information
Clarify that specific line
items in the statement(s)
of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income
and the statement of
financial position can
be disaggregated
Add requirements for
how an entity should
present subtotals in
the statement(s) of
profit or loss and other
comprehensive income

*

*

*

and the statement of
financial position
Clarify that entities
have flexibility as to
the order in which they
present the notes, but
also emphasise that
understandability and
comparability should be
considered by an entity
when deciding that order
Remove potentially
unhelpful guidance in
IAS 1 for identifying
a significant
accounting policy.’
The consultation can be
found at http://tinyurl.
com/ED-2014-1

*

*

FACTSHEETS

Three new ACCA factsheets
are available and join a suite
of accounting factsheets.
The latest are on prior-year
adjustments, going concern
and intangible fixed assets.
Each provides details of
legislation, standards and
sources of information.
They also contain examples
and checklists. They can be
found at www.accaglobal.
com/advisory

LAW
FREE IP EDUCATION

The Intellectual Property
Office, in its magazine IP
Insight, has published an
article on IP Equip, a free
educational tool that ACCA
helped to develop. You can

read about how the British
Library has used IP Equip
at http://tinyurl.com/ipoipequip

MANUAL OF PATENT
PRACTICE

The Intellectual Property
Office has updated its patent
manual to reflect changes
in law and developments
in case law. http://tinyurl.
com/ipo-patent

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Eleven updated employment
law factsheets are now
available, including
proforma contracts and
policies. They can be found
at www.accaglobal.com/
uk/en/technical-activities/
guides-factsheets.html

TAX
STATUS

HMRC has updated its
Employment Status Manual
with the inclusion of new
guidance on employment
intermediaries.
HMRC has stated that
‘employment intermediaries
were often used to disguise
people’s employment status
as self-employed – when they
were, in fact, employees.
‘In Finance Bill 2014,
the Government introduced
legislation to prevent these
attempts to avoid paying
national insurance and
income tax. New rules apply
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from 6 April 2014 – and
must be considered when a
worker is engaged through
(or by) an employment
business or agency.’
The manual then states
that to ‘provide clarity on
how all this would work
in practice, HMRC also
published draft guidance on
“supervision, direction and
control”. This guidance has
now been incorporated into
HMRC’s online employment
status manual.
‘The new guidance
explains the changes in
legislation relating to
agency workers and also
some changes to PAYE
legislation. It outlines when
the new legislation applies
to workers – and when it
does not, giving practical
examples to help agencies
decide. It also explains the
separate rules for workers
who provide their services
through a service company.’
More at www.accaglobal.
com/advisory

SDLT/LAND, BUILDINGS
TRANSACTION TAX

HMRC’s guidance has been
updated to reflect that
from 1 April 2015 SDLT
will no longer apply to land
transactions in Scotland;
these will instead be subject
to Land and Buildings
Transaction Tax. You can
find more at http://tinyurl.
com/hmrc-sdlt

»
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NOTICE AND GUIDANCE
UPDATES

Notice ITP1: Insurance
Premium Tax replaces the
October 2011 notice of
the same name and Notice
ITP2 issued in 1999. It
explains what Insurance
Premium Tax is, how to
register and account for the
tax, what to do in the event
of a change of rate of tax
and the penalty regime for
non-compliance.
Brief 14/14 VAT:
Withdrawal of concessions
for new student
accommodation and
dining halls – widening
of the transitional
rules highlights revised
transitional rules for
the construction of new
student accommodation
and new dining halls and
kitchens for students and
school pupils. HMRC states
that it ‘has widened the
transitional rules which
determine which student
accommodation buildings
that are not complete as
at 1 April 2015 can rely
on the concession’. There
are a number of detailed
requirements but, very
broadly, the transitional
rules apply if meaningful
construction and first
grant of a major interest
has occurred before 1
April 2015.
Notice 724A: Opting to tax
land and buildings replaces
the June 2013 notice of
the same name. The notice
has been updated for
contact details.
Brief 19/14: Avon
Cosmetics Limited Firsttier VAT Tribunal decision
on the UK’s ‘party-plan’
derogation concerns VAT on
sales, by non-VAT-registered
representatives and HMRC’s
view that these are ‘at their
open market value’. The
brief highlights that the
case is being considered
by the European Court
of Justice.
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Notice 708: Buildings
and construction replaces
the October 2013 notice
of the same name. The
notice has been updated
for content in Brief 14/14
(see above), definition
of a student and other
sundry amendments.
Brief 20/14: HMRC’
position following the
High Court Judgment in
Littlewoods Retail Ltd
and Others highlights
that the High Court
found against HMRC and
that Littlewoods’ claim
for additional interest
‘succeeded in full’. HMRC
has stated that it considers
that there is not a clear
basis of claim for others
as there were ‘exceptional’
circumstances specific to
the Littlewoods claimants’.
The case concerns the
adequacy of interest
paid following repayment
of overpaid VAT. HMRC
has stated that ‘They
[Littlewoods Retail Ltd and
Others] then argued that
the interest already paid
to them was not adequate
and that they were entitled
to compound interest both
as a matter of European
Community law and also
as a matter of English
domestic law.’ HMRC is
appealing the case, but if
you have received interest
on overpaid VAT you may
wish to review this case.

PENSION PROTECTION

From August those with
pension savings on 5
April 2014 valued at over
£1.25m can apply for
Individual Protection.
Individual Protection
2014 is available to ‘give
a protected lifetime
allowance equal to the
value of your pension
rights on 5 April 2014 – up
to an overall maximum
of £1.5m.’ You can hold
individual protection while
also holding enhanced or

fixed protection. You
can find out more at
http://tinyurl.com/
hmrc-protect

FEES AND SUBS

What is allowable? A fee
or sub is allowable if it is
in the list below and is a
statutory fee or contribution
where employees pay this
out of their earnings from
an employment and are
required to pay this as
a statutory condition of
their employment; or is an
annual subscription to a
body where employees pay
this out of their earnings
from an employment
and the activities of the
body are directly relevant
to the employment; or
where the activities of a
body are directly relevant
to an employment where
the performance of the
duties of that employment
is either:
directly affected by the
knowledge concerned
involves the exercise of
the profession concerned.
You can find the list of
deductions for fees and
subscriptions paid to
professional bodies or
learned societies at http://
tinyurl.com/hmrc-fee

*
*

EXPORT
COUNTRY GUIDES

UK Trade & Investment
has a range of country
guides aimed at British
businesses that are
interested in developing
their overseas trade and
doing business overseas.
The guides cover the basic
information and have
useful contact details.
They also cover startup, legal, and tax and
customs considerations.
For example, the guide
to doing business in
Italy highlights that ‘the
corporate tax (IRES) rate
in Italy is 27.5%. This fixed

rate must be paid by all
resident companies on
income from any source,
whether earned in Italy
or abroad. There is also a
regional tax called IRAP
of about 4-6% according
to the type of business.’ It
goes on to provide treaty
details. In the VAT section
it states: ‘VAT is known as
IVA in Italy. The standard
rate is 21%. Reduced VAT
rates of 4% and 10% apply
to some products and
services. VAT will rise in the
two top bands from 21%
to 23% and from 10% to
12% in October 2012. For
further information: Agenzia
delle Entrate, the Italian
Revenue Agency, www.
agenziaentrate.gov.it and
www1.agenziaentrate.gov.
it/inglese/.’
There are limits to
the guides, but they
acknowledge where there are
difficulties. For example, the
guide to the US states: ‘the
US tax system is complex
and confusing. You’ll need
tailored advice about your
tax rates from a certified
accountant or tax lawyer’.
However, it does provide
contact details.
Links can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/
advisory

UK EXPORT CREDIT

After many years of being
seen as not providing
the level of service and
support provided by
agencies in other countries,
a reinvigorated UK Export
Finance has introduced an
export refinancing facility.
UK-based exporters are
now in a position to offer
competitive long-term
financing to overseas
buyers who require loans
in excess of £50m to
purchase UK capital
goods and services.
A fuller explanation is
provided at http://tinyurl.
com/ukef-export ■
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AUTO-ENROLMENT
The Pensions Regulator has issued
its first automatic enrolment section
89 report, highlighting points
for employers to note to ensure
compliance with employer duties
and obligations.
The section 89 report concerned
Dunelm Soft Furnishings Ltd, which
had failed to complete its autoenrolment registration with the
Regulator by the relevant deadline.
The Regulator subsequently issued a
compliance notice under section 35
of the Pensions Act 2008 requiring
Dunelm to complete registration
and any outstanding duties.
Following registration by Dunelm the
Regulator undertook an inspection
under section 74 of the
Pensions Act 2004
and additional
monies were paid
over. You can
see the report
and findings at
http://tinyurl.
com/pr-s89
It is also clear
that there are a

number of medium-sized employers
who run the risk of not meeting their
July registration requirement.
Registration is one of the areas
where the Pensions Regulator has
been listening. Enhanced support
aimed at small and micro employers
is expected over the next few
weeks. Registration is the legal
requirement to submit information
to the Regulator about how you’ve
complied with your employer
duties. The Pensions Regulator has
listened to comment that it’s easy to
misunderstand and so miss this legal
requirement. It is making sure that
this process is better understood
and this, together with case studies
and guidance aimed at the small and

micro employer market, should allow
for a better understanding of the
requirements. You can find updates
on the guidance and the ‘new’ name
for registration at www.accaglobal.
com/advisory
It’s clear from surveys and
discussions with businesses that
accountants will play a key role
in supporting businesses during
auto-enrolment. As highlighted last
month, you can obtain the following
from ACCA:
An employee guide to autoenrolment that employers
can provide to employees.
This highlights the increase in
contributions from 1% to 3% for
the employee and 1% to 5% for
the employer.
An engagement letter highlighting
the services provided to an
SME by a practitioner. This
needs to be read in conjunction
with the companion ACCA
Engagement Letters.
Further guidance and comment
These can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/advisory

*

*

*
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Risky business
ACCA‘s recent Governance, Risk and Performance Research and Insights Conference
showed that risk reporting is evolving, but is still far from ideal. So what can be done?
Reporting on risk is a key
element of modern corporate
governance, and one of vital
importance to investors.
The value and
characteristics of good risk
reports were discussed
during a recent ACCA
Governance, Risk and
Performance Research
and Insights Conference,
attended by senior figures
in the governance and risk
reporting arena.
‘Investors can reasonably
expect to be informed of
risks that the management
of a company is taking,’
said Frank Curtiss, head
of corporate governance at
RPMI Railpen Investments.
‘I recognise that other
stakeholders have a
legitimate interest – there is
a wider public interest; but
for me the purpose of risk
reporting is for those who
provide the risk capital to be
better informed and so take
better investment decisions.
High-quality risk reporting
is important for investor
confidence, not just in terms
of the risks being discussed,
but for investor confidence
in management.’
Eric Tracey, consulting
partner in investment
manager GO Investment
Partners, also highlighted
the importance of good risk
reporting. ‘Risk reporting is
an integral part of reporting
on strategy,’ he said. ‘Good
risk reporting should be
reducing the likelihood of
business failure. It allows
shareholders to judge how
likely it is that a company
will be able to adapt when
risks do materialise.’
Whether acting as a
director or a shareholder,
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Tracey wants to see
how management’s risk
assessments affect capital
allocation. ‘That’s a good
way of judging whether
you have a decent risk
report,’ he said, ‘because
if you can’t figure that
out from the report, you
probably aren’t being told
the right things.’
What else does Tracey
want to learn from risk

reporting in the 2012–13
reporting season, such as
insurer Admiral’s CEO’s
statement, which highlights
the risk associated with
the company’s change of
strategy. ‘That was good
positioning,’ Curtiss said.
He also highlighted Aggreko,
provider of temporary
power generation solutions,
whose annual report is
unusual in that it has few

been sanitised by lawyers.’
Property investment and
development company Great
Portland Estates provides
another good example. ‘They
explained their strategy
very clearly and each risk
is identified and discussed,
with helpful cross-references
to other parts of the report,’
Curtiss said.
So what is bad risk
reporting? Extremely short

▌▌▌‘I WAS TAUGHT TO READ A SET OF ACCOUNTS
FROM THE BACK FORWARDS, BECAUSE OF
THE DANGER OF SPIN AT THE FRONT’
reporting? ‘I want to know
how the risks are assessed;
where the information comes
from; what are the board’s
risk antennae – how does the
board know what the risks
are? Do board members rely
wholly on what the preparer
of a paper gives them, or
are there other sources of
information? Clearly there
should be.’
Good risk reports tend
to be written in the past
tense. ‘Talking about what
has happened as opposed
to bland policy statements
is usually a good sign,’
Tracey said. ‘Where risk
appetite is being linked to
returns and the amount of
capital required – that is
also clearly a good sign. A
key issue is whether the risk
appetite is consistent with
the return being earned. And
is it distinguishable from
competitors’? Are different
risk appetites resulting in
sensibly different returns?’
Curtiss identified some
good examples of risk

pictures and ‘is essentially
an essay in the personal
voice of the CEO and CFO’,
Curtiss noted. ‘It tells the
story, warts and all. It
doesn’t shrink from telling
us the potential risks to the
business. It’s the opinion of
management and it hasn’t

or bland risk reports that
say virtually nothing are
disliked, as are excessively
long reports that include
every possible risk.
‘Boilerplate reports are of
little use,’ said Curtiss, ‘as
are reports at the other
extreme that drag investors

RISK POLL
Senior figures in the governance arena attending
ACCA’s conference were polled for their opinions on
risk reporting:

45%

thought that more risk reporting made companies
more risk averse, while 32% did not.

87%

thought that risk should be a part of reporting on
strategy, rather than addressed separately.

80%

thought the trend towards voluminous reporting on
risk, especially by banks, is obscuring key risks.
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into the micro-management
of the business. As investors
we need to know the key
risks and how they are
being mitigated.’
Financial analyst and
Accounting and Business
columnist Jane Fuller,
director of Fuller Analysis,
noted that some companies
take a prospectus-style
approach to their risk
reporting and list every
conceivable risk the
business faces. ‘In such
cases I would like to see
prioritising of risks,’
she said. ‘If you take a
prospectus approach and
list a lot of factors, at least
put them in order and
perhaps single out the key
ones.’ She has spotted some
good reports that include
tables of emerging risks
with a column for mitigating
actions. ‘That’s real
progress,’ Fuller said.

Limited disclosure
One criticism of risk
reporting is that some
boards use commercial
sensitivity as an excuse
for limited disclosures. ‘It
is used as a smokescreen
more often than not,’ Tracey
said. ‘You should be able
to describe your business
model without giving away
really detailed commercially
sensitive data. One of our
roles on boards and as
shareholders talking to
boards is to push back hard
on this.’
Fuller in general supports
this stance, but believes
that ‘there are some
genuine concerns’ around
disclosing commercially
sensitive information. She
also suggests that investors
need to be realistic about
their expectations of risk
reporting. ‘It’s only part
of the evidence,’ she said.
A corporate risk report is
written from the company’s
viewpoint. ‘It’s therefore
likely to be optimistic and

has a limited perspective,’
she said. ‘As an outsider,
it’s your job to compare
one company with another.
If one company has issued
a profit warning due to
a factor that looks like it
affects the whole industry,
why hasn’t this other
company issued a profit
warning? Is it going to?’
She also highlighted the
importance of making use
of all the ‘good information’
contained in financial
statements. ‘I was taught to
read a set of accounts from
the back forwards, because
of the danger of spin at the
front,’ she said.
Regardless of the quality
of risk reporting, one
indicator of potential poor
risk management could be
repeated exceptional items.
Tracy queried: ‘If a company
has great risk management,
why is it surprised every
year by exceptional items
– which are often the
difference between forecast
and actual results?’
Scope clearly exists for
improved risk reporting by
many companies. Curtiss
would like to see more
consistent standards of
reporting internationally.

‘Railpen is now a global
investor,’ he said. ‘The US
is now our largest market
[for investment]. We would
like to see a more closely
aligned international
standard of reporting. That’s
not easy. Even in Englishspeaking countries with
common traditions, there
are enormous variations.
But there has to be a race
to the top.’
Curtiss supports the
development of integrated
reporting and the work of
the International Integrated
Reporting Council to promote
best practice in reporting.
‘I am keen on integrated
reporting and want to see
risk reporting connected
to the broader risk
management approach of
companies,’ he said.
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Online reporting
Curtiss would also like
to see more corporate
reporting online, ‘preferably
in standardised formats
that make it easier for
investors to mine data and
work with it’. He anticipates
‘more dynamic integrated
reporting’ as technology
improves and investors
become more confident
in its use.
Overall, he believes
there has been substantial
progress in risk reporting
since the financial crisis.
‘The better reporters are
telling us something more
useful about risk,’ Curtiss
said. ‘Risk is now discussed
when previously it was a
four-letter word.’ ■
Sarah Perrin, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

More on the conference at www.accaglobal.com/ab85
For Jane Fuller’s column this month, turn to page 24
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The view from

‘

SOMETIMES DIRECTORS HAVE BEEN COPING
WITH FINANCIAL PROBLEMS FOR MONTHS, AND
ARE ACTUALLY QUITE RELIEVED TO SEE US’
CHRIS NEWELL FCCA, PARTNER, QUANTUMA
I realised quite early on that general
accountancy wasn’t my calling. I
like change so I don’t think I would
be happy spending three weeks at
the same place on an audit. We did
an insolvency module as part of
my accounting and finance degree
and I liked the variety. So when I
left university, I went straight into
insolvency and qualified as an
accountant in 2005.
I liked the structure of the ACCA
Qualification. I found that it dovetailed
with my degree very well. It was
a good decision.
In insolvency you are parachuted
into a situation and have to act
very quickly. Things can change
rapidly and you have to be ready for
that. Problem-solving under pressure
appeals to me.
I tend to meet people when they are
under pressure. It’s important to be
respectful of this, but also to be as
clear as possible right from the outset
about what our role as insolvency
practitioners entails, which is
to work for the benefit of
creditors.
The earlier that people
call us in, the better. One
of our biggest problems
is that we’re often not
called in to struggling
companies early enough,
when things could still be
turned around. It’s tempting
for directors to bury their
head in the sand.
We really need
to get across
the message
that it’s
better to

call us as early as possible to have a
conversation.
It’s been an interesting recession.
The number of insolvencies has
been quite low as the recession has
lasted for a lot longer than previous
recessions. Interest rates being kept
at a record low and the support that
HMRC has shown to businesses has
underpinned this. Usually, as the
economy picks up, the number of
insolvencies tends to increase with it
and we start to get busier.
People hire people. I came back to
Vantis after working at BDO Stoy
Hayward in London for a while. Over
the space of a few years, Vantis was
taken over by RSM Tenon, and then
Baker Tilly, before our office joined
Quantuma Restructuring in late 2013.
Over all that time, it has always been
my relationships with people that
have mattered.
In 2009 I swam the English Channel
as part of a four-man relay team. We
completed it in nine-and-a-half hours.
I love open-water swimming. My
next aim is to swim from Henley
to Marlow. I regularly train
in the Thames during the
summer – 7am on a Saturday
morning in the river is a
good place to be. ■
Are you interested in
appearing on this page? If so,
contact Simon Webster at
simon.webster@
accaglobal.com

SNAPSHOT:
INSOLVENCY
Insolvency practitioners
manage administrations,
receiverships, bankruptcy
cases, liquidations and
voluntary arrangements.
Simon Wright of
recruitment company
CareersinAudit says: ‘Their
main aim is to preserve the
finances of a business or
individual, but when this
is not possible, they have
the difficult task of selling
assets, collecting owed
funds, paying creditors and
managing disputes.
‘Demand for insolvency
practitioners and accountants
has increased steadily since
2009 and remains high
today. There are a record
number of insolvency jobs
available in the UK.’
The best insolvency jobs
are based in the UK’s main
financial centres. London
offers the pick of the jobs,
with around 35% of the
current positions available
in the UK. Manchester and
Birmingham come in second
and third, with 15% and 12%
respectively of the total.

3,522

There were 3,522 compulsory
liquidations and creditors’
voluntary liquidations in
England and Wales in the
fourth quarter of 2013, a
decrease of 7.4% on the
figure recorded in the previous
quarter, according to the
Insolvency Service.
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Trust builder
To say that Jean Stephens
lives in interesting times is an
understatement. As chief executive of
RSM International, the seventh largest
global accountancy network, she has
just managed to plug the UK hole in
the network. And, having just returned
from a flying visit to China to check
on the progress of the newly merged
member firm there, she will now be
turning her attention towards Canada
in a bid to fill the vacancy created
when RSM parted company with its
Canadian member firm last year. In
Stephens’ world, problems can quickly
become opportunities.
Last year, the loss of RSM’s UK
member firm RSM Tenon, which was
merged into rival Baker Tilly following
a pre-pack administration, posed a
significant problem. But now that
particular problem has been solved
– Baker Tilly UK will leave its own
international network and join RSM,
in effect bringing the old Tenon firm
back into the fold, along with a similar
amount of new blood.
Stephens says: ‘The UK is a critical
market. RSM has a lot of history here –
our headquarters are here, one of our
founding members was based here. It
is a top priority.’ Ahead of signing the
deal with Laurence Longe, Baker Tilly
UK’s managing partner, Stephens said
she had looked at what the options
were and had had ‘a number of
discussions’ but ultimately was able to
persuade Longe that his firm’s future
lay with RSM’s network.
It is a network that stretches across
106 countries, is made up of 32,000
professionals and has a combined fee
income of US$3.7bn. Last year, some
14 new member and correspondent
firms joined, and like-for-like fees rose
5% in local currency terms for the year
to 31 December 2013.
Snapping at the heels of mid-tier
rival Grant Thornton International in
terms of fee income, RSM achieves
its success, says Stephens, by getting
its individual member firms all pulling
in the same direction. ‘One of our key
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areas of focus has been on having
our firms work together on an ever
increasing basis to grow the amount
of international work they do together.
The amount of international referral
work has grown 18% in the last
year, and I’m very satisfied with that
because that is the area where the
network can contribute, helping the
individual firms grow their business
through international clients. This year
it will probably come in at over 20%
growth, and that is music to my ears.’
Such contributions include putting
in place an infrastructure so there
is a common approach to the firms’
markets and pricing methods, as well
as best practices for tendering. ‘While
the firms are still all independent
practices, they are aligned ever more
closely,’ she says.
This alignment is embodied in
the four cornerstones that Stephens
promotes among the member firms:
quality, brand, business development
and people. She sees the four as
crucial in creating a strong alignment

BASICS

As RSM International announced that Baker Tilly UK was to join, Jean Stephens talks
about her role at the helm of a network celebrating its 50th anniversary
The network was
created in 1964. The
founding firms of
RSM were Robson
Rhodes (UK), Salustro
Reydel (France) and
McGladrey & Pullen
(US). The first two
have since left the
network, merging with
Grant Thornton and
KPMG respectively.

us$3.7bn

Total fees for year
ending 31 December
2013.

106

Countries it operates in.

700+
Offices.

32,000+

Professional staff.

▌▌▌‘THIS YEAR INTERNATIONAL REFERRAL
WORK WILL PROBABLY COME IN AT OVER 20%
GROWTH, AND THAT IS MUSIC TO MY EARS’
of individual firms. It is not a unique
proposition, but it is one that works
well. ‘Every network is on the same
journey,’ she says.
But is it really possible to create
a single path for firms born out of
different cultures, different regulations
and different economies? ‘This is the
most interesting part of the job, trying
to get everyone closer together in a
way that makes sense to members,’
Stephens explains. ‘Is there an RSM way
of doing things? Absolutely there is.’
The process begins with recruitment
into the network, carries on with
common technology and training, and
through to building strong intra-network
relationships. ‘If people don’t know each

other they are not going to refer their
biggest clients,’ she argues. ‘This builds
trust, and anything we can do to keep
building that trust is going to help.’
She points to the RSM Academy
for future leaders, which brings
together professionals from around
its network, as one way in which the
central RSM team can add value to the
individual firms. ‘This is a leadership
development programme where senior
managers and partners come together
and learn about working in different
cultures and the RSM way of doing
things. They get to know RSM and
their colleagues.’ She stresses that
the success of the network should be
put down to a central team working

»
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*
*

‘Get the best people you can.’

TIPS

‘The right tone at the top is very important, but it
is not about just saying things; make sure you follow
through with your actions, rewarding what you value.’

*
*

‘Authenticity is very important. If you don’t have trust,
then you can’t build relationships, and if you can’t build
relationships, you won’t grow.’
‘On a personal level, take ownership of your career – it’s not
the company’s career, it’s yours. Put yourself into situations
where you are going to learn.’

alongside regional leaders rather than
a single individual.
Part of getting to know colleagues
around the world inevitably involves a
good deal of travel, and Stephens is
no stranger to international departure
lounges. She reckons she spent 80%
of her time abroad last year, a figure
she is determined to bring down this
year. She recalls how she travelled to
Beijing for a single meeting, only to
step back onto the plane to head home
again. She makes such commitments
because of the importance of faceto-face meetings as a way to build
trust among network members and
in countries such as China – RSM’s
Chinese member firm last year merged
with Crowe Horwath China to create
Ruihua China, currently ranked third
largest firm in the country.
‘Work continues on the merger and
we are down the road towards having
integrated processes, offices and
teams,’ she explains, adding that the
firm will be a member of both RSM
and Crowe Horwath International,
another top 10 accountancy network,
‘for a few more years’.
Stephens flew out to Beijing and
Shanghai shortly before announcing
the Baker Tilly deal, and saw first-hand
how the Chinese economy is faring – it
has been growing at a phenomenal
rate, so any slowdown has to be seen
in the context of sluggish growth in
regions such as Europe and the US.
Stephens pauses here to comment
on two accountancy-specific issues
relating to China. The first is the
ongoing difficulty with the US over
access to audit papers, which has seen
the large international networks fall
foul of the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. ‘This will have to be dealt
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with,’ she says. The other big question
is whether a challenger to the dominant
accountancy networks, notably those
of the Big Four, will emerge from within
China. ‘Yes, it is a possibility,’ believes
Stephens, ‘but it is some years away,
and will take time to develop.’
China is not the only focus of the
network’s attention. Africa is also
seeing significant activity, though it is
still a work in progress. ‘We do a lot of
mentoring with the firms,’ Stephens
says. Capacity building is a challenge
for the profession as a whole, as
firms seek to keep up with the rapid
economic growth in the continent.
She also touches on a couple
of other profession-specific issues
such as vicarious liability – where an
accounting scandal spreads from a
member firm in one country to affect
the whole network. ‘It is still an issue,
but we have our risk policies, checks
and balances in place,’ she says.
At the same time, there is
the vexed issue of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
convergence. The networks need to
ensure that member firms are applying
IFRS in a consistent manner against
the backdrop of continuing divergence
in a number of areas between the
US Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) and the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB). ‘It
is an ongoing situation,’ Stephens says.
The network has understandably
been following the debate on auditor
competition and choice that is being
fought, notably at a UK and European
level. ‘The debate has been healthy,
and it is now on everyone’s radar,’ she
says, but adds: ‘The changes are not as
widespread as initially envisioned, and
the debate will continue.’

There are, however, other wider
business issues on which Stephens
has been particularly vocal – diversity
and equality in the boardroom, for
example. In March this year, to mark
International Women’s Day, she
recalled that her appointment as
CEO of RSM in 2006 was heralded as
one that ‘broke the glass ceiling’ of
international accountancy networks.
But nine years on, she has come to
realise that ‘real change cannot come
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CV

2006

Becomes
chief
executive
officer of RSM
International.

1996

Joined RSM Executive
Office team.

1994

Joined RSM Gladrey
as senior manager,
subsequently
promoted to partner.
Stephens has received
numerous awards,
including an Athena
Award for Outstanding
Business Woman from
the San Bernardino
Area Chamber of
Commerce, and
the California State
University Alumni of
the Year Award.

from another person nor be enforced
top-down’. Instead, she says, ‘it must
be something that every individual
seeks for themselves, man or woman’.
She acknowledges that progress
has been made, but the fact that it
is an issue that is reported on ‘every
day’ shows that more needs to be
done. ‘Quotas of women on company
boards could be helpful, but we need
to change behaviour and culture,’
she argues. She believes that the

accountancy profession itself should
have made more progress than it has,
noting that women make up 50% of
those entering the profession but at the
highest level ‘they are just not there’,
although she adds: ‘But if it was easy,
we would have solved it by now.’
Stephens has been based in
London since 1996, having trained as
a professional accountant in the US
before joining RSM founding member
firm McGladrey in 1994 as a senior

manager. A joint US/UK citizen, when
she is not running the international
network she is running in her spare
time. ‘I’m currently building up to a
half marathon,’ she says.
The lifestyle of the travelling
executive undoubtedly comes with
positives – ‘and things that are not so
positive’, she says. ‘It might not be
perfect for most people, but it’s perfect
for me. I tell people that I’m leading
the life I was meant to lead.’
It is a life that Stephens clearly
relishes – travelling around the globe,
solving problems and providing
leadership. As the network celebrates its
50th anniversary this year, she will be
pleased that the UK piece of the jigsaw
has been fixed. Now she will turn her
attention to Canada, as well as ensuring
the smooth integration of Baker Tilly
in the UK and developing the network’s
China presence. As she says: ‘It’s a
short to-do list of very big things.’ ■
Philip Smith, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

rsmi.com/en/default.aspx
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The view from

‘

CHANGING INDUSTRY AND ACCOUNTANCY
AREA IS ACHIEVABLE AS AN ACCA MEMBER’
EMILY POUND FCCA, FINANCE BUSINESS
PARTNER, CUSTOMER SERVICE DIRECT
SNAPSHOT:
THE NHS
The NHS has been protected
from the government’s
austerity cuts, with health
spending maintained at
2010/11 levels in real terms
for the last four years. Rising
service demands and costs
have been partly met through
productivity gains, although
financial stress is evident.
The latest quarterly
analysis from the King’s
Fund concludes: ‘There is
deepening pessimism about
the ability of the NHS to
make ends meet financially,
particularly in 2015/16.’
Although more trusts and
clinical commissioning groups
are confident of avoiding
reporting a 2013/14 deficit
than they were in December,
one in eight still expect to
have overspent. Some hoped
to obtain additional finance,
while others sold assets to
balance the books.
Trusts are aiming to make
4.8% savings on turnover
through efficiency gains. But
nearly 40% of trust FDs are
concerned or very concerned
about meeting efficiency
targets through their cost
improvement programmes.
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A total of 61 NHS trusts were
in deficit in January of this
year. Thirty-nine foundation
trusts had a combined
deficit of £180m, and 26
non-foundation trusts had a
combined deficit of £460m.
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I work for Customer
Service Direct, a
partnership between BT,
Suffolk County Council
and Mid Suffolk District
Council. An average day
could start with a meeting
about a five-year capital
expenditure plan for the
Suffolk Fire Service. By
mid-morning I will have
met my team and talked
through the week’s priorities. After
lunch there will be meetings with
budget managers looking at ways to
report new funding streams or to build
finance processes that support how
Suffolk County Council monitors monies
from private developers.
My day finishes at 5pm. That’s when
I join other ACCA panel members in
organising networking events in Suffolk,
including non-accountancy topics.
I spend a lot of time advising various
stakeholders, from the chief fire officer
to the assistant director for natural
environment. I support two directorates
at Suffolk County Council, which can
involve consulting on new initiatives to
get funding, or developing processes
to improve efficiency. My team of two
provides guidance to budget managers
on technical and budget management
to underpin my advice.
The greatest challenge facing local
authorities is the significant grant
reductions up to 2018/19. Suffolk
County Council has reduced budgets
to manage the unprecedented financial
challenges. Large-scale transformation
plans are being rolled out. As finance
business partner for two directorates, I
provide advice on how process changes
will affect financial control and reduce
revenue spend in the future. Process re-

engineering, restructures
and cost control were all
finance priorities when
I worked in the private
sector; they are in the
public sector too, now.
The public sector ethos
is to put the public first
and you are respected
and acknowledged for
your contribution to
this priority. Budget managers are
professionals in their field and have a
passion for their area – unlike any other
industry I have worked in.
If more energy went into process
re-engineering, there would be more
resources to focus on commercialism
and analysis of spend. That, in turn,
would improve financial results through
the transformation of services.
I qualified with Ernst & Young,
auditing investment management
funds. I changed direction after four
years, taking a role at Arcadia as
finance manager, which provided a
great platform for my role now.
My advice is always to work in a field
that interests you. It makes it easier to
gain and apply knowledge and deliver
the best financial advice.
My best professional achievements?
I achieved 92% in my final paper, P3
Business Analysis, and I received an
‘excellent individual’ award from my
current employer.
I have a great social life and enjoy
travelling. I spent three weeks in
southern Africa in February, visiting
my cousin at the school she manages
in Zambia, and travelling to Botswana
and Zimbabwe. ■
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£5bn

Annual capital
expenditure

£2,217m

BASICS

Operating profit

Just the ticket
Continuing our series on ACCA members inside bigname organisations, we meet two finance professionals
at railway infrastructure operator Network Rail
‘One of the great things about working
for Network Rail is that everyone has
an opinion about the rail industry,’
says Anit Chandarana FCCA, the
organisation’s FD for infrastructure
projects, adding that while that
can be a good thing it can also be
difficult. ‘But one of the things I see
that’s different in the 10 years I have
worked here is what I call the lanyard
test – how quickly do I pull my badge
off when I get on the train? I’m a lot
less worried about that now than when
I first joined.’
Although everyone may have an
opinion about the railways, people
are often unclear about what Network
Rail does. It is both invisible and
omnipresent: except for the trains
themselves, pretty much every visible
part of the railways is owned and
maintained – and increasingly built
– by Network Rail. Yet the travelling
public have little direct contact with
the organisation because the trains,
and the stations, apart from the
major termini, are all run by the train
operating companies.
‘My family think I work for National
Rail,’ says Scott Kennedy FCCA,

financial controller for infrastructure
projects in the Southern region,
referring to what is simply an identity
used by the train-operating companies
acting collectively. ‘And people still talk
about British Rail,’ he adds.
Part of this confusion stems from
Network Rail’s chequered history. It
emerged as a company limited by
guarantee out of the administration of
the former rail-infrastructure company,
Railtrack, and enjoyed an arm’s-length
relationship with government until
this year; it was not, for example,
recognised as a public-sector body in
the national accounts.

Exiting administration
Chandarana joined the company from
Shell as it came out of administration,
which he describes as a ‘really
interesting time’. He continues: ‘You
can imagine the conversations friends
and families were having with me –
leaving an organisation like Shell to
join an organisation like Railtrack! But
what appealed to me was being part of
the challenge it was facing.’
As well as the prospect of taking
part in the long journey to restore the

£699m

Profit after tax

35,190

Employees

30,000
Bridges

2,500
Stations

20,000

Miles of track

£257m

Income generated by
a portfolio of more
than 7,400 properties

organisation’s reputation, Chandarana
says that he was attracted by the
breadth of its activities, which range
from building bridges and tunnels
to acting as the UK’s largest smallbusiness landlord.
‘Most businesses are either P&L
businesses with a balance sheet that
supports that, or balance sheet-led and
have a P&L to support that,’ he says.
‘This business truly has both: a capital
division with a £5bn annual capital
delivery and an operating division
which employs most of the people who
work here. Not many organisations can
offer that breadth of experience and
we are very active at putting people
through both of them.’
Chandarana left the organisation
briefly to pursue a long-held ambition
to run his own business, but soon
returned to Network Rail, where he felt
there was ‘a really good fit between my
own values as an individual and the
values of the business’.
He explains: ‘It’s a business that
really values its people, in terms of how
it treats them and the opportunities it
gives them.’ He cites his own career
as an example. After returning to

»
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ANIT CHANDARANA
2013

CV

Became FD,
infrastructure
projects, at
Network Rail.

2011

Appointed FD, asset
management, at
Network Rail.

2003

Joined Network
Rail as financial
controller.

1998

Started at Shell as
a financial analyst.

1992

Started work at
Sainsbury’s.
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Network Rail, he rose rapidly from
analyst to financial controller and then
FD, taking on his current role as FD
of infrastructure in 2013. ‘This is an
organisation that helps people do that
sort of thing,’ he says. ‘My story is not
unique. For the people that want to do
that, the opportunity is there.’
Network Rail invests heavily in
training and its graduate scheme is
heavily oversubscribed. It also recruits
at all levels from outside.
‘We’ve just had the first FD from
our graduate scheme promoted into
that role, while our deputy group FD
joined from outside the rail industry,’
says Chandarana. ‘We value people
who have that railway experience, who
understand the nuts and bolts, and
also the fresh thinking that comes from
outside the industry too.’
Kennedy, who joined the
organisation in 2006 as a management
accountant with the maintenance
team in Doncaster, tells a similar
story. ‘One of the great things about
Network Rail is the progression,
because of the size of the company
and the different regions we work in.

SCOTT KENNEDY
2012

CV

70

Became
financial
controller,
Southern region
infrastructure
projects, Network Rail.

2010

Appointed senior
financial analyst and
later promoted to route
financial controller.

2008

Became business
support manager at
Network Rail.

2006

Joined Network Rail
as management
accountant.
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I slightly meandered through my own
early development, which worked at
the time, but now the focus is more on
having a plan and actioning your own
strategy in your career.’
After working in network operations,
Kennedy moved into a business partner
role in infrastructure projects as
financial controller. ‘Although someone
like Scott is in infrastructure projects
he doesn’t report to me directly or
indirectly, he reports to the business
and the MD for the region he works in,’
says Chandarana. ‘That has upsides
and downsides. Although I don’t have
direct control it requires a greater level
of influencing skills, a greater level of
thinking about what we want to achieve
as an organisation.’
‘Four or five years ago finance
reported internally so you didn’t
have to have those influencing skills,’
says Scott. ‘It’s something that
we’ve developed over the years in the
finance community.’
Chandarana says the organisation
has come to an interesting junction,
in that the drive to be good business
partners has perhaps softened the
focus on financial control. ‘We’re really
thinking about how we continue the life
we started for ourselves as partners
to the business, because that’s what
the business tells us they want without
forgetting about some of the basics,’
he says. ‘How do we marry the two
together? That’s a really interesting
journey we’ve started on.’

Immersed in the business
For Kennedy, the challenge in the
regions is how to avoid ‘going native’
without falling back into the traditional
stereotypes. ‘There’s this image of
accountants as bean counters, but I
really want to add value to the business
and you can only really do that by
immersing yourself in the business
and the stakeholders,’ he says. ‘I’ve
always found that really easy to do
and enjoyed it. The financial results
will follow from that closeness and the
relationship building.’
Kennedy says there is a ‘healthy
line’ between being a proactive
business partner and adhering to
good governance: ‘That’s where
the qualification comes in, the
professionalism and the ethics. You
can’t be a yes-man but you can’t be
a no-man either.’

It’s worth remembering that
the sums involved are huge. Before
Railtrack’s demise it was a FTSE
100 company with an annual budget
of £8bn, £5bn of which was capital
expenditure on infrastructure – Network
Rail occupies a similar position.
Recently its status has changed so that
it is now recognised as a public-sector
body, but what this actually means in
practice is not clear.
‘We’re the UK’s largest corporate
debt issuer,’ says Chandarana.
‘We have £30bn of debt which is
government-guaranteed but not
government debt. Part of this process
may well mean that our debt goes
back into the public-sector borrowing
requirement. What are the implications
of that? Do we issue our own debt
or do we have to do it through the
Treasury? What does it mean in terms
of our responsibilities as a finance
community where we now have to
report to central government?’
Network Rail exists only in a series
of five-year ‘control periods’ after
which its funding and role is not
guaranteed. A new control period has
just started, which means Chandarana
now knows exactly what his income is
for that period, and the outputs that
the Department for Transport and the
Office of Rail Regulation expect.
The downside is that when the
unpredictable happens, like the loss of
the Dawlish line to extreme weather,
money has to be found to respond.
‘We can’t just say that we are not
going to do something because we
have not been specifically paid for
it. Our role is to keep the railway
operational – that is what our
reputation rests on – so we must and
do respond,’ Chandarana says.
This growing reputation ensures
Network Rail’s continued existence
and also gives it a seat at the table to
talk about longer-term strategies and
projects, such as Thameslink and HS2.
‘People think we are a business
with a series of five-year plans but that
couldn’t be further from the truth,’
says Chandarana. ‘We have long-term
plans that come from how long the
infrastructure lasts. Increasingly one
of our objectives is not just to be
an organisation that is instructed to
do things but to fuel the debate and
convince government and the regulator
to invest for the future.’
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One of the most visible symbols
of Network Rail’s renaissance is The
Quadrant, its striking new HQ in Milton
Keynes which brings together nearly
3,000 staff. Built by Network Rail itself,
The Quadant replaced 13 locations
in central London. The building is
the physical embodiment of the way
Network Rail wants to work as an
organisation.
Chandarana explains: ‘It’s about
creating spaces for people to work
together and there’s been some really
thoughtful design into how that’s
encouraged. There are fewer closed
offices so that conversations don’t
happen behind closed doors.’

Agile working
It’s a very colourful and open space,
set around a central atrium crossed
by bridges so that people can move
quickly between areas without having
to descend to ground level. The
space is designed for ‘agile working’,
so that people do not have fixed
desks. Chandarana says people have
struggled with this, but now he would
feel uncomfortable having a permanent
desk and unable either to sit with the
business where he is needed or to lock
himself away to concentrate on a task.
‘As a visitor from the regional office
in London I’m absolutely blown away
that this is our building,’ says Kennedy.
‘It really does help us set up those
conversations you need to have with
stakeholders. But it also means you
have to work a bit harder at keeping
the finance community together.’
To this end there is a finance
forum, which holds regular four-weekly
meetings to set a common agenda for
finance. Kennedy says: ‘It has grown
organically into a place where we can
have honest conversations.’
Chandarana adds: ‘It has taken us
a year to get to the place where we
haven’t got the feeling that this is the
centre and that is regional; we haven’t
got different aims.’
Kennedy says: ‘It will develop and
there will be some bumps along the
way but we all have a vision of what
we believe is right for Network Rail.
Our focus should always be thinking,
how is this going to affect the travelling
public? If we lose sight of that, then
we are in trouble.’ ■
Mick James, journalist
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MBA trends
There’s no doubt about it, obtaining an MBA will greatly broaden an accountant’s career
options and boost salary expectations – but where are the greatest benefits to be gained?
We hear such a lot about
global qualifications these
days, in a world where
physical boundaries are
becoming less important
within both education and
the workplace. Technology
means that people can work
and learn from any corner
of the world. Not only is
your ACCA Qualification
globally recognised but
you can study in a number
of different ways from
anywhere at all. The same
is true of an MBA, although
that is not to say that
geography is completely
irrelevant when analysing
the short- and long-term
benefits that having a
master’s will bring.
A recent report from
QS Intelligence Unit and
TopMBA.com looked
at trends in the MBA
recruitment market and
made some fascinating
predictions of future trends
from recruiters in general
industry, consulting,
financial services and
technology across the world.
The report found 14%
growth in global MBA hiring
in 2013. Interestingly,
especially as the global
economy has shown slow
but steady improvement over
the past couple of years,
this represents a slight drop
on 2012’s figure of 15%.
However, it’s a huge increase
from just five years ago,
when there was a 5% decline
in MBA hiring, and shows
that employers are still
incredibly keen to attract
candidates with a master’s.
It is the companies in
emerging markets that are
driving growth in demand
for MBAs.

Asia is the world’s most
dynamic MBA market, with a
20% growth rate. India and
China particularly continue
to embrace the qualification.
And accountants take note,
because this is especially
evident in the finance and
micro-finance sectors, with
consulting and professional
services, manufacturing
and IT/computer services
also faring well. Since 2011,
India has overtaken the
US in terms of volume of
reported MBA jobs for fresh
graduates and there is no
sign of this trend reversing,
with projected growth for
Asia of 34% for 2014.
The report shows that
across North America MBA
demand was relatively flat
in 2013, up just 2%, but
forecast to be much stronger
throughout 2014, reaching
16% by the end of this year.
The situation in western
Europe is similar, with
reported net growth in
MBA demand of 1% in
2013. Growth in demand
in Germany, the UK and
Scandinavia is offset by
Greece, Spain and Ireland,
which all continue to report
static or falling MBA demand
as austerity measures hit
local employers. However,
there is some good news
for Europe’s MBAs. Growth
across Europe is forecast to
accelerate by the end of this
year by a projected 6%.
Of course, there are
some important sectorspecific differences in MBA
employment demand. And
again, finance is leading
the field with an increase of
11% in MBA employment
demand. In fact, 11% is the
figure du jour for the winners

20% Asia’s growth

rate for the MBA
is the world’s
highest. China
particularly
embraces the MBA.

There are now more
reported MBA
jobs for fresh
graduates in
India than there
are in the US.

1% With austerity

measures hitting
employers, MBA
demand growth
in 2013 was 1%
in western Europe.

2% MBA demand

growth in North
America in 2013
was just 2% but
is expected to hit
16% by end-2014.

in the sectors where demand
has grown. Last year saw
the recovery in financial
services finally make a
difference, with an increase
of 11% in MBA employment
demand in 2013 (compared
with a contraction of 3%
in 2012). Incidentally, this
represents a quarter of all

reported MBA jobs, and
growth is set to continue
this year. However, the
growth is concentrated in
Asia, western Europe and
the Middle East, and has yet
to reach North America.
MBA consulting jobs
also showed an 11%
jump in demand in

»

Interested in doing an MBA,
MSc or other postgraduate
qualification? Our special
regular section of Accounting
and Business explores the options
and the issues involved.
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2013, with a more modest
4% increase expected this
year. Interestingly, though,
the growth is now more
concentrated on smaller
consulting firms rather than
the big multinationals.
Demand for MBAs in
the technology sectors
has undergone an era of
unprecedented growth,
especially in Asia, with an
increasing number of hitech and computer services
companies looking for
MBAs to help position their
products in the right markets.
A lot of big US employers are
actively hiring in Asia, and
overall demand grew by 11%.
MBA demand in
general industry, which
includes consumer goods,
construction, energy,
manufacturing, mining and
retail, is strong as many
local employers expand their
overall demand for MBAs.
Media and entertainment,
and travel and hospitality –
the two weakest-performing
sectors 12 months earlier,
with falls in demand – both
showed a return to modest
growth in 2013.
The report also looked
at which skills learned on
MBA courses are satisfying
employers. Employers
are, in general, satisfied
with the technical skills
acquired by MBA students,
and this result seems to
be independent of the
business schools from
which the employers
recruit – so this includes
skills acquired in finance,
marketing, e-business, risk
management, corporate
social responsibility,
linguistic ability and overall
academic achievement.
Employers are also
pleased with the excellent
leadership skills that a
business school graduate
has. However, MBAs are
still not cutting the mustard
in terms of soft skills
such as communication,
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interpersonal and strategic
thinking, and there was
also criticism that the
demand for entrepreneurial
skills among MBAs is not
being met.
For the sixth successive
year, there has been a drop
in employer demand for
MBAs with under three
years’ experience, and
especially for MBAs with less
than a year’s experience.
Demand for those with a
year or less of experience
attracted only 5% of
employers in 2013. This
contradicts the policy of
several top-tier US business
schools, which are actively
recruiting pre-experience
candidates in the pursuit of
higher average GMAT scores.
Asia-Pacific employers
are much more willing
to recruit younger MBAs
with three years or less
of experience.
By far the most soughtafter candidates in terms
of experience are those
with three to eight years of
work experience, accounting
for 60% of MBA employer
demand worldwide in 2013.
And what of the allimportant remuneration?
What can you expect across
the world in terms of salary
expectations if you’ve gone
to the trouble of taking
an MBA? Well, salaries
have continued to increase
substantially in Asia, up 8%,
and have been fairly stable
in Western markets, but
overall MBA compensation
has risen almost everywhere
as companies raise their
bonus payments. The
top regions by average
salary are: North America
(US$109,200), western
Europe (US$105,900),
Asia-Pacific (US$85,100),
Africa and Middle East
(US$76,500), Latin America
(US$72,200) and central
Europe (US$72,100). ■
Beth Holmes, journalist

BEST US BUSINESS SCHOOL
Stanford Graduate School of Business has topped the
chart of the best business schools in the US according
to graduate alumni. A Forbes survey of more than
17,000 graduates from the class of 2008 collected
opinions on salary data, job preparedness and
satisfaction with education.
Stanford MBAs had the biggest salaries with
median total compensation of $221,000 five years
out of the programme. The school’s top employers
in 2012 were consultancies Bain, Boston Consulting
Group and McKinsey, as well as tech giants Apple and
Google. These companies are considered the most
desirable among MBAs.

CHINA SCRAPS FREE TUITION
The Chinese government’s decision to scrap free tuition
for postgraduate studies – including master’s degrees
and PhDs – is driving more graduates to enter the job
market instead of remaining in higher education.
Free postgraduate studies come to an end at
centrally funded universities in China from the 2014
academic year that starts in September. The total
number of students who took the national graduate
school entrance examination in January is down by
40,000 compared with the same time the previous year.
The government has also this year removed the age
cap on students in postgraduate studies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The full report is at http://tinyurl.com/QS-TopMBA
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Upcoming events
ACCA UK runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring high-profile
speakers and offering networking and CPD opportunities. Here are some highlights
THE GREAT
OUTSOURCING DEBATE

12 June, London Transport
Museum
Barnet Council chief
operating officer Chris
Naylor and Arvato public
sector managing director
Debra Maxwell will discuss
the issues involved in
outsourcing local services.
There will be an opportunity
to put questions to both
sides. Entry includes
entrance to the museum
afterwards.

SECOND ALTERNATIVE
FINANCE CONFERENCE

HELP TEENAGERS GAIN WORK EXPERIENCE
LifeSkills, created with Barclays, is an innovative education programme and work
experience matching service that aims to reach one million 14 to 16-year-olds by 2015.
The bank predicts that it will provide 6,000 work experience opportunities
internally, but, in order to reach its goal of 50,000 placements, it needs help from UK
businesses of all sizes.
ACCA members are perfectly placed to support the scheme, which offers valuable
experience to young people seeking their first taste of employment. Furthermore,
there are a number of benefits for your business, including the recognition of new
talent and an increase in productivity.
To find out more, visit barclays.co.uk/connectorlifeskills

ENGLAND
THE ECONOMIC
BENEFITS OF HS2

12 June, Bolton
A high-profile panel will
debate the potential
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economic benefits of HS2 to
the North West of England
at Bolton’s Reebok Stadium.
The panel includes Atlantic
Gateway executive director
Baroness Susan Williams,
Bolton West MP Julie Hilling

and Manchester City Council
leader Sir Richard Leese.
Questions from the audience
will be actively encouraged
by the panel chair, Steve
Edwards, chair of ACCA’s
Corporate Sector Network.

18 June, central London
There was an explosion
in new innovative models
for business financing
between the years 2009
and 2012, using technology
to break through market
imperfections that
businesses and finance
providers had long taken
for granted. ACCA’s
second Alternative Finance
Conference will explore some
of the latest alternatives to
bank finance from the UK’s
most innovative finance
providers.

CHANNEL ISLANDS
CONFERENCE

18–20 June, Guernsey
ACCA UK’s annual Channel
Islands Conference focuses
on key issues faced by
finance professionals
in the Channel Islands.
Our expert speakers will
keep you informed of
the latest developments
in the profession. You
will also have the ideal
opportunity to network
and share best practice with
your peers.
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MANCHESTER
MEMBERS’ NETWORK
BUSINESS LUNCH

27 June, Manchester
Speaker Joe Quinn, a
director at Pinsent Masons,
will offer personal opinion
on ‘investigation-related’
tax cases where HMRC has
lost the arguments before
the tribunals and beyond.
The afternoon will focus on
real-world practical issues,
and will conclude with
a consideration of what
lessons we might learn from
the US when it comes to
presenting the facts.

RESIDENTIAL
CONFERENCE FOR
PRACTITIONERS

11–12 July, Loughborough
This residential conference
offers 12 units of CPD
in a relaxed and sociable
environment – the perfect
opportunity to update
your knowledge on the
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ACCOUNTANCY AWARDS 2014 NOW OPEN
Entries are now open for the annual British Accountancy Awards – run by
Accountancy Age and sponsored by ACCA. Now in their fourth year, these prestigious
awards will take place on 25 November at The Brewery in central London.
The criteria aim to pinpoint professional development and highlight those that have
demonstrated excellence in their profession during the last 12 months.
The search is on for the Independent Firm of the Year in the following areas:
Scotland and North England; Midlands; South East and East England; Wales and
South West England; and Greater London.
For larger firms, service line categories for top 50 firms as placed in the
Accountancy Age Top 50 survey have been introduced, including pensions, wealth
management and corporate finance, alongside core services such as audit and tax.
Nominations close on Friday 18 July. Find out more about the criteria and how to
enter at www.britishaccountancyawards.co.uk

current developments in the
profession. Taking place over
a weekend, time away from
the office is minimised.

SCOTLAND
BUSINESS LUNCH 2014

5 June, Edinburgh
The elegant surroundings of
The George Hotel will be the

setting for a drinks reception
and two-course lunch, and
we are delighted to welcome
back Craig Mathieson,
polar explorer and ex-VAT
specialist, who regularly
enthrals ACCA members

and guests with tales of his
exploits in the Arctic tundra.
This year he will be sharing
his most recent adventures,
as well as drawing on his
experiences from the world
of business and finance. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accaglobal.com/uk/events
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Maiden flight
Teaming up with a legendary rock singer might not seem an obvious flightpath to success,
but one former airline pilot told an ACCA event how he is reaching for the skies in Wales
As he settles down to talk
about his business over
a coffee at the Hilton in
Cardiff, a TV screen in
the corner catches Mario
Fulgoni’s attention. BBC
Breakfast is showing
an interview with Bruce
Dickinson, lead singer of
legendary heavy metal
group Iron Maiden. The
now entirely respectable
Dickinson is telling viewers
about his latest project, a
helium-filled hybrid airship
that will be the world’s
longest aircraft.
A former airline pilot
himself, Fulgoni has an
understandable interest
in what’s going on, but it
is much more than that.
Dickinson is in fact Fulgoni’s
business partner in another
high-flying venture. Together,
they are the co-founders of
Cardiff Aviation, an aircraft
maintenance, services and
training group based at the
St Athan Enterprise Zone,
an airfield three miles away
from Cardiff airport.
Set up in 2012, the
business aims to bring
together a total aviation
package – maintaining the
planes, training the pilots,
servicing the airlines, even
making sure the aircraft
have the right paintwork. So
why Cardiff? And perhaps
more importantly, why
join forces with a man who
spends a good deal of time
on stage rather than in a
boardroom or cockpit?

◄▼ HIGH FLYERS

Mario Fulgoni speaking at Cardiff (below)
and (left) with chair of CMI Cymru Paul
Thomas, ACCA president Martin Turner and
head of ACCA Cymru Wales Ben Cottam

Addressing this last point
first, Fulgoni says: ‘Bruce
is an investor, a supporter
and an asset. He is an ideas
man, very perceptive, a
great sounding board and
will put the time in.’ He is
also a qualified commercial
airline pilot, frequently
flying his own entourage
around the world from
gig to gig. Indeed, Fulgoni
first met Dickinson when
he recruited the musician
to fly for Icelandic-owned
charter airline Astraeus,
which Fulgoni was running
at the time.
Astraeus collapsed nine
months after Fulgoni left
it in 2011, but he stayed
in contact with Dickinson,
and together they hatched
a plan to save another
failing business at a former
Ministry of Defence base
three miles outside Cardiff
airport. Which answers, in
part, the first question of
why Cardiff.
‘When it comes to
aviation, Wales has a golden

opportunity,’ explains
Fulgoni. ‘There aren’t many
good facilities, but most of
them are in Wales. A lot of
the key players are already
here. For instance, I have an
aircraft in at the moment,
whose owners wanted work
carried out on its engines.
Because we are right next
to GE, they chose us. They
brought the aircraft in, we
took the engines off, shipped
them over to GE, and then

▌▌▌‘IF FINANCE PEOPLE ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE
BUSINESS, THEN THEY ARE VERY VALUABLE; IF THEY
AREN’T, THEN THEY ARE JUST EXPENSIVE’
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put them on when they
came back.
‘Because there is so
much here, I think it is an
industry that the Welsh
government would do well
to put a lot more resource
behind and make the
availability of capital much
easier. If they do that, I
think they are on to a winner.
The levels of skilled labour
in aviation in this part of the
world are enormous.’
Indeed, Finance Wales, a
Welsh government-backed
SME investment company,
provided £1.6m of a £5m
investment package, backed
by Fulgoni and Dickinson,
that was announced in June
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FDs MUST OFFER MORE THAN JUST THE NUMBERS
During the conversation, Mario Fulgoni lent his support to ACCA president Martin
Turner, who had earlier told the business audience in Cardiff how he wanted to see
ACCA professionals at the heart of the Welsh economy.
‘My financial director is a member of ACCA, and what I like about him is that he
has been out in business,’ explains Fulgoni. ‘Although he is a good technician, and the
accounts are well managed, what I find useful is that he can give good advice. He is
somebody I can ask, “What do you think about this?” and get a considered answer, not
just what the numbers say.’
This is where Fulgoni believes finance professionals can really help. ‘My view is that
these days the mechanics can be done by machines, so what we want now are senior
managers and board members who are able to give an opinion on how we are going to
fund the next stage of the business, and explain the implications.’
Fulgoni says: ‘The finance function needs to be integrated into the business. If they
are of that ilk, then they are very valuable, if they are not, they are just expensive.’

last year. The investment
coincided with Cardiff
Aviation’s acquisition of a
training company, which is
in the process of moving
from Bournemouth to the
Welsh capital.
The move demonstrates
Cardiff Aviation’s desire
to spread its wings and
provide a one-stop shop
for airline operators. ‘The
first simulator came online
yesterday, and we will
have more in the next two
months,’ Fulgoni says.
The company has also
recently signed a deal with
Air Atlanta Icelandic to take
on its Boeing 747 training
and cadet programme.

▲ CENTRE-STAGE

Bruce Dickinson, lead singer
of Iron Maiden, speaks at the
International Air and Space
Fair in Santiago, Chile
‘Everything has moved
forward pretty much on
plan,’ Fulgoni says. ‘The
hangars are open, we now
have approvals to undertake
maintenance on all major
narrow body types and the
Boeing 767 wide-body plane,
which is the biggest we can
get in the hangar.
‘We are building up
the business and our
reputation is growing.
We recently had a very
successful development trip

to a Russian maintenance
conference, while we are
hoping to get contracts from
a number of the ex-Soviet
Union countries.’ He adds
that the big airline leasing
companies – operators tend
not to own their aircraft –
are beginning to sit up and
take notice.
But one senses that
Fulgoni believes government
agencies could be doing
more to promote economic
growth in the region.
He says the company has
had some issues with the
availability of the airfield,
which he hopes will have
been solved by the time
this edition of AB appears,
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and he is keen to take on
more property leases in
the enterprise zone, but
negotiations have been
taking longer than he would
hope. ‘I think the Welsh
institutions are supportive,
but I would like to see a
slightly wider understanding
of our integrated model.
I’m not sure they get it at
the moment.’
Despite these minor
inconveniences, Fulgoni is
determined to be at the
controls of a revolution
in the aircraft industry.
Earlier in the day, he had
addressed a business
audience at the annual
St David’s Day breakfast,
hosted by ACCA with
support from investment
management firm Brewin
Dolphin. He compared
the aviation market to the
music industry, which was
disrupted by new technology
and routes to market that
the record company majors
failed to spot.
It was a scenario that
had become very clear to
his business partner as
well. ‘Record companies
were selling albums to
their customers while the
internet was selling music
to the masses, leaving the
majors wondering what had
happened,’ Fulgoni explains.
‘What they didn’t do was
watch for the change in the
industry. A business must
focus on its productivity, but
it must also look around and
see the wind of change.’
Deregulation of the
European skies and the
impact of low-cost carriers,
which turned the booking
process on its head by
offering cheaper tickets to
early bookers, had caught
the major carriers off-guard.
Fulgoni, with Dickinson
as co-pilot, is aiming to
do the same with aircraft
maintenance. ■
Philip Smith, journalist
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UK fortunes continue to improve, but business confidence remains
unchanged, reveals ACCA’s Global Economic Conditions Survey
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Despite strong signs
of progress, business
confidence levels remain
essentially unchanged,
according to the latest
Global Economic Conditions
Survey of ACCA and Institute
of Management Accountants
(IMA) members.
The quarterly survey
found that 70% of
respondents were optimistic
about the state of the
recovery, up marginally from
69% in Q4 2013, compared
with just 26% who remained
pessimistic, down from 30%
in the previous quarter.
Respondents reported
a growing number of
business opportunities, with
improved access to growth
capital and price levels and
exchange rates stabilising
further. However, confidence
levels remained essentially
unchanged; 22% of UK
respondents reported a loss
of confidence, down from
25% in late 2013, while 40%
reported confidence gains,
down from 43% in Q4 2013.

▲ RIGHT DIRECTION

70% are optimistic about the state of the recovery

This can be partly
explained by a ‘Budget
effect’, which has focused
attention on government
tax and spending decisions
and put some business
investment on hold.
‘For the first time
since the GECS began,
UK respondents were, on
balance, approving of their
government’s response to
economic conditions, even
though they now believed
fiscal retrenchment was
bound to last a little longer
than previously expected,’
said Manos Schizas, senior
economic analyst at ACCA.

‘Finance professionals’
change of heart is almost
certainly related to the
improving state of the
economy, but our findings
show respondents also
conceded that government
support for investment had
increased in early 2014.’
At the global level,
the headline GECS
Confidence and Recovery
indices both rose in early
2014, bringing business
confidence just short of
positive territory for the first
time in five years.
To read the full report, see
www.accaglobal.com/ab83

AUDITS NURTURE TRANSPARENCY
Fresh thinking is required if company governance and risk
management are to be strengthened, following the deepest
global recession the world has ever known.
This was the key theme of a major thought leadership
conference hosted by ACCA in London on 28 March, which looked
at: creating value through governance, risk reporting, channelling
corporate behaviour and accounting for uncertainty. The event
aimed to seek attendees’ input on ACCA’s work in these areas to
ensure it is robust and relevant to business.
Paul Moxey, head of corporate governance and risk management at ACCA, said of the
conference: ‘ACCA is committed to taking a lead on research in corporate governance,
including risk management, and culture. We want to encourage better understanding
by boards, executives and others of how governance can help create value and of how
culture affects decision processes. The conference brought these themes together.’
More about the event can be found on page 60 and at www.accaglobal.com/risk
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